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Abstract: 
In this paper, I observe and analyse the developments in the Estonian national identity discourse 
from the bases era in 1940 all the way until Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic was declared on 
21 July. My understanding of hegemony is based on the Gramscian tradition, and the primary 
aim of this work is to focus on observing the destabilisation of the old hegemonic discourse. In 
order to map out the dominant discourse in Estonian media, I have worked through the numbers 
of Postimees from 01.01.1940-21.07.1940 and categorised the most important discourse 
elements. The change of the official discourse happened in June of 1940, with the most radical 
change happening with the change of government on 21 June. The new hegemon defined the 
old government as an enemy from the first speech onwards. Nevertheless, the new discourse 
was in the beginning clearly mixing elements from the old regime as well, continuing the 
positive narratives describing Estonian history and having both pro-Soviet and pro-
independence people still in media, although the adopted narratives were usually manipulated 
to serve the new regime. There were additionally unexpected new narratives entering the 
discourse even after the regime change, which weakened the build-up of a logical alternative 
narrative. Despite apparent Soviet attempts to “get consent” from Estonians, the new discourse 
seems to have dominated only on paper. 
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Introduction 
The studies of identity have received a lot of attention in the field of international relations. 

There are many studies related to how identity is formed, developed and strengthened. They 

are, however, mostly focused on how the cultural hegemon is strengthening its claim that it is 

the legitimate hegemon and how the state’s identity is tied together with the hegemonic order. 

Much less studied are the moments in history where the hegemony has radically changed in the 

nation, and with it the national discourse. 

My study aims to help understand what happens if there is a radical change in hegemony and 

the new hegemon aims to redefine the national identity. Which methods does the new hegemon 

use to justify their claim to power? How much of the old discourse is used, how much can we 

see conflicting messages from the hegemon due to articulation between the old and new 

hegemonies? Which methods are used to destabilise the identity so it can be redefined? How 

does the new hegemon justify radically redefined values? 

In order to study the change of discourse due to changes in hegemony, a case study of Estonia 

was picked. The years of 1939-1940 characterised drastic changes in Estonian political history, 

where in less than a year after the beginning of the Second World War, the governmental and 

public narrative changed from authoritarian nationalistic values to totalitarian left-wing ones 

due to Soviet influence.1 Such change in one year is radical and rare – especially considering 

that during this year developments in Estonia were mostly peaceful. 

Since even repressive regimes rely not just on force but also on propaganda, they need to justify 

their actions to the population. In the worst case, they could at least mobilise support from 

collaborators, who become the new elites, and at best perhaps the regime is able to mobilise 

support from at least some parts of the public. The Baltic region can thus be a credible place 

for observing such a change in hegemony – in the summer of 1940 both Republican-era and 

Soviet-minded people were present in leading institutions and the new elite still used elements 

from the old era to legitimise their new status and the change of dominant discourse made it 

possible to test the discourse with new ideas. Some speeches were very socialist, while others 

tried to accommodate elements from both the old and new eras. Another element to follow is 

the pace of change in the discourse - just in a month, the discourse moved from cherishing the 

independent state to joining the Soviet Union. Moreover, the Soviet discourse of the period is 

still unique, as many ideas presented in the media then are not the ones used later in the ESSR. 

                                                
1 Seppo Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. Helsinki: Tänapäev. 471-478 



 
 

The objective of this paper is to trace the rapid discursive change in Estonia by working through 

the national discourse of the “Red Month” from 21 June until 21 July2 and to analyse the change 

of hegemony in Estonian society. This is done by studying a contemporary national newspaper 

named "Postimees" and analysing the discursive change in this source. To understand the 

differences from the national Estonian discourse, “bases era”3 ideals and discourse will also be 

introduced. This method has, however, its limitations. Since this study is based only on one 

newspaper and on a limited time span, it can be complicated to make a final conclusion based 

only on this study. Instead, it could be seen as a pilot study showing how to analyse the rapid 

change in discourse during the change in hegemony. 

Both nationalist and Soviet elements appeared in Estonian media during the Red Month. Most 

of the studies focus on how nations are building a stable identity and how are national values 

embedded in the identity. Contrary to standard research design, my study tries to go upstream 

and focus on the opposite, asking how the new Soviet hegemony destabilises the Estonian 

national identity through a rapid discursive change with the Soviet influence growing on a 

weekly basis and the national hegemony diminishing on a month. Together with observing the 

changes in discourse, it becomes possible to observe the hegemonic change in Estonia, where 

the new hegemon uses both old and new elements in attempts to establish an alternative 

dominant Estonian discourse – and in time, a new Estonian identity. 

The main goal of my study is to analyse the messages of the hegemon aimed at the public. It 

does not focus on the question of whether the new discourse was accepted by the majority nor 

which parts were accepted better. Also, my goal is not to analyse to which extent either 

discourse presents the truth or what was the role of censorship in the media. The only goal of 

this paper is to observe the Estonian discourse in the media; show which narratives were 

established, which were lost, and how the change happened during this critical period of the 

Second World War. 

The first chapter “1940 as the Turning Point in Estonian History” will provide the reader with 

the historical background for our case study. It includes a summary of existing research on the 

topic. The following chapter “Studying Rapid Discursive Change” will introduce the theoretical 

background and the main concepts used in this study: national identity, political discourse and 

                                                
2 “Red Month” is my own term used to refer to the month (21.06.1940-21.07.1940) when the Estonian 
government had already been replaced by the more Soviet-minded one, but according to the official position of 
the Soviet Union, Estonia was still independent. 
3 Bases era – a period in Estonian history when the Soviets had their bases on Estonian soil, but the state was still 
officially independent. It started in September 1939 and ended in June 1940.  
(Ago Pajur, Tõnu Tannberg, Lauri Vahtre, et al. (2005). Eesti ajalugu. VI: Vabadussõjast taasiseseisvumiseni. 
Tartu: Greif. 152-163) 



 
 

cultural hegemony. It is followed by a thorough introduction of the research problem and 

methodology of the study. “The media during the bases era” provides the reader with the main 

points of the Estonian national narrative during the bases’ era from January May 1940: 

neutrality, small state, independence, president Päts, Others, and the Soviet Union. The last part 

of the chapter describes the Soviet seizure of power while continuing with the discourse 

analysis. The next chapter “Establishment of the Soviet hegemony during the Red Month” 

introduces the changes happening in the national discourse. It is divided into four sections, each 

dealing with a different week and what noticeable changes happened that week. During the first 

week, the changes to the discourse are described, analysed and compared with the bases’ era 

discourse. In the second week, the analysis focuses on how the new discourse is establishing 

itself and becoming more stable. In the third week, the new government declared elections and 

legalised the Estonian Communist Party which again caused changes in public discourse. The 

fourth week first declares a socialist, then Soviet state in Estonia, which again causes rapid 

developments in the discourse. The final chapter is the conclusion, where the findings of the 

research are shortly concluded and again presented: how the discourse changed during this 

period and how it matches with the theoretical background. 

  



 
 

1940 as the Turning Point in Estonian History: Background and 

the Existing Research 
The period between the Augusts of 1939 and 1940 marks the critical moment for the fate of the 

Baltic states and Finland, which decided their side on the upcoming Cold War. Lots of decisions 

were made during this era: the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, the beginning of the Second World 

War, the “Bases Treaties,” Winter War, the military occupation of the Baltic states, declaration 

of the new Soviet Republics – all happened during this one eventful year and marked the turn 

from West to East for the Baltic states. The annexation of Estonia and the following 50 years 

of the socialist era are still considered to be tragic and illegitimate by modern Estonian discourse 

and are one of the pain points even today. 

In this part of the paper, I will briefly introduce the modern interpretation of early 20th-century 

Estonian history, with the main focus being on the last years of 1939 and 1940. Additionally, I 

introduce the most important studies and books that have focused on this period and provide 

additional data for this paper. 

Background 
Estonia achieved its independence after the end of the First World War due to the collapse of 

the Russian Empire. Estonians were able to fend off the Russian Reds and achieve a favourable 

peace treaty, signed in Tartu on 2 February 1920. The threat of the Soviet regime, however, 

remained. For example, in 1924 Soviet-supported communists tried to take over the state. 

Estonia was able to remain democratic until 1934 when the head of state Konstantin Päts 

forbade political parties in order to avoid allowing the radical Vaps movement to gain power. 

However, Päts never gave up the authoritarian powers he gained, and he led Estonia until the 

end of the Republic’s independence.4 

The beginning of the end of the Estonian state started with the outbreak of the Second World 

War. In the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, two totalitarian states – Germany and the Soviet Union 

– partitioned Eastern Europe into two spheres of influence, where both could act without 

bothering the other. In this pact, Estonia remained in the Soviet sphere of influence. Meanwhile, 

Estonia had failed to secure an alliance that could effectively guarantee its independence during 

the interwar era and so was easy picking for the Soviet Union. 

When Germany attacked Poland on 1 September and while the Soviet Union was preparing to 

do the same, Estonia declared itself to be a neutral state, not wishing to participate in the war. 

On 14 September 1939, a Polish submarine fled to Estonia. The Soviets considered this a breach 

                                                
4 Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. 388-468 



 
 

of neutrality and demanded negotiations. Estonia caved into the Soviet demands made during 

the negotiations and on 28 September 1939 Estonia and the Soviet Union signed a mutual 

assistance pact, also known as the Treaty of Moscow or the so-called “bases treaty.” It was a 

military pact, which allowed Soviet troops into Estonia, but the Soviets also guaranteed to retain 

the existing regime in control.5 Similar treaties followed with Latvia and Lithuania at the 

beginning of October.6 

Soviet troops entered Estonia on 18 October 1939 and although the number of troops was larger 

than what was initially agreed upon, the basis of the treaty seemed to work. The Soviet military 

was kept in its bases, contacts with local communists were avoided, and public relations 

between Estonia and the Soviet Union were good for once. The details of the treaty were not 

clear though and so, Estonia and the Soviet Union were constantly negotiating how to exactly 

implement the treaty.7 

Although the treaty was seen as a de facto loss of independence by many states in the world, 

the Soviets kept their word for the first months. The government and media remained 

independent from the Soviet regime and were keenly focused on keeping their political 

independence. Regardless, the Estonian government did not have it easy during the Soviet era. 

The Moscow Treaty was signed hastily and there were lots of irregularities and uncleared points 

in the treaty and the Soviet Union used it to make further demands. For example, the Soviet 

Union claimed that the number of troops only counts for infantry on the ground and that the 

marines should be counted separately. Estonia claimed that the number of troops made up the 

maximum that Estonia could host, and it also included marines, families of soldiers, civilian 

positions, etc. In most cases, the Soviets were able to enforce their demands. Thus, while 

remaining Estonian, the government had to constantly balance keeping the ever-increasing 

Soviet demands at bay while trying to keep the public unaware of the issues they had with the 

Soviet regime. To the public the Estonian government presented the situation as a diplomatic 

victory, confirming that the relations with the Soviets were good and that the treaty they signed 

had prevented a war on Estonian soil.8 

The situation changed in May 1940, when Germany was advancing in the west, conquering 

Benelux, Denmark, and Norway and thus cutting off any communication for Estonia with the 

rest of the world that was not approved by the Germans. The only nations Estonia was still able 

                                                
5 Ago Pajur, Tõnu Tannberg, Lauri Vahtre, et al. (2005). Eesti ajalugu. VI: Vabadussõjast taasiseseisvumiseni. 
Tartu: Greif. 153-159 
6 Hanno Ojalo. (2010). 1939: Kui me valinuks sõja… Tallinn: Grenader Kirjastus. 11-13 
7 Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. 473-478 
8 Ago Pajur, Tõnu Tannberg, Lauri Vahtre, et al. (2005). Eesti ajalugu. VI: Vabadussõjast taasiseseisvumiseni. 
Tartu: Greif. 159-163 



 
 

to keep contact with, were the smaller states in the neighbouring Baltic Sea and the states 

Estonia used to consider the biggest threat to Estonian independence – Germany and the Soviet 

Union. The Soviet Union took advantage of this new development by putting pressure on the 

Baltics and on 28 May, an article in Pravda accused the Estonian elite of being anti-Soviet, anti-

German, and pro-British. This marked the change in relations between the USSR and the Baltic 

states and in June, the Soviets started accusing all three Baltic states of breaking the treaty and 

conspiring against the Soviet regime. On 16 June, the Soviets issued an ultimatum, demanding 

allowing a “sufficient” number of Soviet troops into Estonia and the creation of a new, Soviet-

friendly government. At the moment of the ultimatum, there were over 400 000 soldiers 

mobilised next to the Baltic borders. Estonian leadership caved into the demands and the so-

called “people’s government of Vares” was established. This government was handpicked and 

chosen by a member of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet Andrey Zhdanov. It was headed 

by a left-leaning poet Johannes Vares-Barbarus, who had never had official ties with either the 

Soviet Union or the Communist Party and neither had any of the members of the new 

government. Despite this, they had all left-wing leanings or earlier connections with the Soviet 

embassy and were ready to obey the Soviet demands.9 

The Estonian media largely followed the trends of the state. The freedom of the press had been 

mostly guaranteed in Estonia until President Päts established his authoritarian regime. In 

September 1934, the “National Propaganda Office” (Riiklik Propaganda Talitus) was 

established, which slowly but surely was able to establish its role as the censoring office, ending 

up with the head of the office also becoming the minister of propaganda in January 1939. By 

that time, Estonian journalism was largely institutionalised to the point of anonymity – written 

texts usually lacked the name of the author, and the writer of the text was not considered 

important. Estonians had few opportunities to sincerely express their opinion in the newspapers 

- instead, the articles were written in the name of the Estonian public.10 In the spring of 1940, 

the office was restructured under the name “Information Centre” (Informatsiooni Keskus), 

which could be considered an attempt to include the opposition in order to unite the society 

more during the bases era. Having a functioning censoring institution made it easier for the 

Soviets to take over control of the Estonian media.11 

The new government followed Soviet orders: the Communist Party of Estonia (ECP) was 

legalised, the military was politicised, new snap elections were declared for the lower chamber 

                                                
9 Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. 485-487 
10 Indrek Treufeldt. 2013. Ajakirjanduslikust faktiloomest ja selle analüüsimise võimalustest. Eesti Akadeemilise 
Ajakirjanduse Seltsi Aastaraamat. 17-18 
11 Laura Vaan. 2005. Propagandatalitus Eesti Vabariigis autoritaarsel ajajärgul. Tartu: University of Tartu. 20-34 



 
 

of the parliament, and the upper one was disbanded. A new electoral bloc was created for the 

elections – the Estonian Working People's Union (where also the ECP was participating), which 

de facto was also the only bloc allowed to take part in the elections. It received 92,8% of the 

votes and formed the parliament. Only after the elections was the wish to join the Soviet Union 

made public. All three Baltic parliaments gathered on a single day, 21.07, and all three decided 

to join the Soviet Union. Estonia was declared to be the Estonian Socialist Soviet Republic and 

the Soviet Union officially accepted ESSR into the union on 6 August 1940.12 

The newspaper we are observing – Postimees – was taken over by the leading members of the 

ECP (headed by Max Laosson) during the first half of the Red Month. Officially, on 7 July, the 

old editor of Postimees Jaan Kitzberg resigned from the newspaper, although de facto it 

happened sooner. Such a takeover did not happen with all newspapers – some (for example 

Päevaleht and Teataja) retained their old leadership, but “were visited by leading revolutionary 

members,” and the tone of all newspapers soon was both very similar and very supportive of 

the new regime.13 

My study focuses on the described period – starting with the outbreak of the Second World War 

in September 1939 and ending with the declaration of the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic 

on 21 July 1940. To explore the rapid discursive change, the paper asks which methods were 

used to justify the change of the public discourse in the Estonian newspaper Postimees from 

Estonian Republican to the Soviet one, which elements were used by the last leaders of the 

Estonian Republic, and what was the rationalisation of giving up Estonian independence in 

order to join the USSR. The emphasis of the study thus lies on the Red Month, which is when 

the transition happened from the nationalist discourse to the socialist one. 

Existing Research 
There are numerous studies and books that have dealt with this hotspot in Estonian history, 

focusing on how Estonia lost its independence. The most famous work belongs to the historical 

book set: Eesti Ajalugu: I-VI (“Estonian history: I-VI”). It was started in the thirties with the 

goal of creating one all-inclusive narrative of Estonian history and finally finished in 2020.14 It 

is considered one of the best collections on Estonian history, and the book number VI, which 

covers the bases era, helps me to compare news reports with the modern interpretation of the 

event of 1940.15 Similarly, Seppo Zetterberg’s “Estonian History (Viron historia)” is the most 

                                                
12 Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. 487-492 
13 Meelis Saueauk. 2010. Nõukogude anneksioon 1940. aasta Eesti ajakirjanduse kõverpeeglis. Tuna (4). 8-23 
14 Teet Korsten. “Eesti ajaloole pandi punkt”, Postimees, 19.12.2020 
15 Pajur, Ago, Tannberg, Tõnu, Vahtre, Lauri, et al. (2005). Eesti ajalugu. VI, Vabadussõjast taasiseseisvumiseni. 
Tartu: Greif 



 
 

comprehensive book explaining Estonian history to the Finnish reader. His book, consisting of 

an in-depth introduction to Estonian history, is considered one of the best Estonian history 

studies written outside of Estonia, and its translated version has become popular in Estonia as 

well.16 

Since my paper deals with the Soviet version of Estonian history, Soviet scientific books 

focusing on the history of Estonian SSR are also used as supporting literature. The first and 

earlier book, named “The history of Estonian SSR: From the antiquity to the contemporary 

times (Eesti NSV ajalugu: Kõige vanemast ajast tänapäevani)” is the second edition of full the 

Soviet version of Estonian history which the later Soviet history books used as a basis for further 

research.17 “History of Estonian SSR (Eesti NSV Ajalugu)” is a two-part set, aimed for the 

university students and provides a more thorough and later-Soviet discourse for Estonian 

history.18 These books are primarily used in my paper is to compare their version with the one 

presented in the contemporary media and to see, which elements were only present in the early 

Soviet Estonian discourse and which took root. 

In addition to direct contact with the Soviet history books, my paper was further supported by 

studies of Kokk and Adamson, who introduce how the Estonian Republic and the June coup 

d’état were handled during the Soviet era. Kokk focused on analysing how the history of the 

Republic of Estonia was depicted in Soviet history books throughout the Soviet era, noticing 

that with time passed, the interpretation of the Estonian Republic in Soviet discourse became 

less directly hostile (the first and most hostile version being published in 1952).19 Adamson 

brings out the silence regarding the June coup d’état – during the first Soviet year, they were 

largely ignored after Estonia had joined the Soviet Union.20 

In order to understand the situation in the media, two studies are used to explain the limits 

contemporary Postimees had to face. Laan’s study focused on the institutions enforcing 

censorship in Estonia, analysing its reasons, effectiveness, and effects on the local 

newspapers.21 Saueauk’s scientific article analysed the situation of Estonian journalism in 1940 

from the beginning of the year until the Red Month. His work is focusing on the wider 

developments, which accompanied the Soviet takeover of Estonian media. Thus, he explained 

which newspapers were taken over and compared the news reported in contemporary 

                                                
16 Seppo Zetterberg. 2009. Eesti ajalugu. Helsinki: Tänapäev 
17 Gustav Naan. 1957. Eesti NSV Ajalugu: Kõige vanemast ajast tänapäevani. Tallinn: Eesti Riiklik Kirjastus 
18 Karl Siilivask. 1976-1980. Eesti NSV ajalugu: I-II osa. Tallinn: Valgus 
19 Toomas Matthias Kokk. 2020. Eesti Vabariigi kuvand Eesti NSV eestikeelsetes ajalooõpikutes. Tartu: 
University of Tartu 
20 Andres Adamson. 1994. 1940. aasta juunisündmuste ajaloolisest seletusest Eestis aastail 1940-1989. Tartu: 
University of Tartu. 8-26 
21 Laura Vaan. 2005. Propagandatalitus Eesti Vabariigis autoritaarsel ajajärgul 



 
 

newspapers with the reflection of these events in modern historiography. This article 

complements my study well, providing the context needed outside of the newspapers’ 

discourse, for example by explaining how Postimees was taken over and highlighting the 

similarities and differences between the topics published by different newspapers during the 

Red Month. Saueauk made some important discoveries. Firstly, he acknowledged that the Red 

Months’ newspapers adopted some of the old rhetoric (such as keeping calls for Estonian people 

to keep their calm, which had been common already during the bases era). Secondly, he marks 

that due to previous censorship, the contemporary newspapers avoided creative interpretation 

of new messages of the government, publishing them without any further explanation. Thirdly, 

he states that after the June events some newspapers seemed to sincerely hope for the increase 

of liberties at the beginning of the Red Month.22 

Regarding the previous discourse analysis of the era, Ventsel analysed how the meaning of the 

words “us” changed in Estonia from 1940-1953. Red Month’s Estonian Republic received a 

chapter as well. An important change from already Vares’ first speech is the change of address. 

Instead of the classical beginning that appealed to the “Estonians” or to “compatriots,” Vares 

turned to the “Estonian citizens” instead, marking the start of the turning era, adding 

“comrades” already in his next speech. Ventsel however also notices the incoherent usage of 

this new way of addressing and marks that finally, “comrades” took root only after Estonian 

had been annexed into the USSR and the word “citizen” acquired a negative ring.23 

Estonian identity has received noticeable attention before, both in Estonia and abroad. It is 

interesting to note though, that different researchers have reached different conclusions in their 

studies. For example, Kerstin Saarkoppel introduces the various scholarly interpretations 

present in Estonia: an ethnic nation centered around the ethnic state (Pettai); the identity which 

is moving away from the ethnocentric perspective towards a more individual pragmatic one 

(Lauristin); potential movement towards the wider net of identities (Feldman; in case of Estonia, 

for example, European. Nordic, Finno-Ugric, etc.). In her analysis, Saarkoppel focuses on 

Estonian identity from the national awakening in the 19th century all the way until the beginning 

of the 21st century, emphasizing that the ideal identity in the Soviet era was without strong 

nationalist sentiment.24 Modern Estonian identity studies have focused on the current nation-

building with the focus of where Estonian identity is aiming for. Polese et al brought examples 
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from e-Residency and contemporary tourist marketing strategies, which emphasise innovative 

and de-Sovietised identity tied together with Nordic aims.25 

Peetersoo has analyzed the role of Significant Others in Estonian identity, analyzing the 

relations between the Estonian-speaking majority and other languages-speaking minorities 

throughout contemporary history. Most historical minorities are viewed positively in Estonia. 

The largest one, however – Soviet-era Russian migrants are often seen as a threat. What is 

noticeable, is that the last considerable shift in defining the Other happened during the period 

my study is also analyzing. With historical internal negative Other, the Baltic Germans leaving 

Estonia and the Soviet Union becoming the threat to Estonian independence, the migrant 

Russians became the focus of negative attention during the Soviet era.26 Clearly this was not 

the planned effect the Soviet Union wanted to have with its new discourse, but this side-effect 

cannot be ignored when analyzing the development in Estonian identity during the Soviet era. 

The goal of my study in the empirical field is to introduce the politically dominant discourse of 

the “people’s government” of Estonia. Both Soviet and Estonian identities have been studied 

on a grander scale, but Estonian identity lacks in-depth studies regarding this specific moment. 

As Estonian historians have noted, since Estonia is small, and scientific study of its history has 

been only going on for a century, there are still many fields in Estonian history where only the 

surface has been scratched.27 All the previously mentioned authors – Saarkoppel, Peetersoo, 

and Ventsel focused on a grander scheme, while I aim to provide a more in-depth study of 

Estonian discourse during this specific and very important moment in Estonian history.  
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Studying Rapid Discursive Change: Theory and Method 
In this chapter, I will introduce the theoretical framework utilised in this paper. The main 

subject under analysis is the hegemonic change, which is observed through the discursive 

changes in the public media. The aims of the hegemon can be observed in media to see what 

kind of alternative values the subjects are expected to have and what will be the new core of 

the identity. I bring out the most important studies that define and limit, how these definitions 

are used in this study. The following parts of the chapter focus on defining the exact research 

problem and introducing the method used in my study. 

Main Concepts 
This theoretical review focuses on introducing the conceptual background necessary to follow 

the paper and reveals the values this case study brings to the field of international relations. 

National identity, political discourse analysis, and cultural hegemony are the main concepts this 

study uses. All three are well-known in social studies, are tied to one another, and have been 

used in political sciences for at least half a century. By creating a new discourse, the new 

hegemon moved towards creating a new alternative Soviet Estonian identity, even if it did not 

immediately influence the Estonian public. 

The mainstream identity case studies have so far focused on the nation’s identity building. This 

study aims to provide the reader with the opposite: how to destabilise identity and what is the 

rationalisation for the new hegemon in the “closed” system to justify its takeover. Thus, this 

study aims to add to the theoretical debate by showing that in addition to identity-building states 

and other actors also make attempts at identity-destabilisation. 

National identity 

Identity is a wide concept, and its exact definition depends on the definer in the study. Common 

traits are that identity defines the core of self and/or collective belonging, defining the grounds 

for social and political actions (all the while possibly also defining itself through these same 

actions). While defining the characteristics of the group (Self), it also defines the characteristics 

not inherent to this group (Other). The study of identity became popular in International 

Relations in the 1990s and various earlier phenomena such as nationalism and norms became 

integrated into the new concept.28 In the post-structuralist and post-modernist literature, identity 

is usually considered to be unstable and fragmented, resulting from multiple consisting 
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discourses.29 Due to this, identities are considered to be constantly transforming, reinterpreted 

and renegotiated according to changing circumstances and interests.30 

Due to its wide and conflicting nature, Brubaker and Cooper caution us to be extra careful when 

using identity as an analytical concept. The different definitions of identity have become 

ambiguous and often conflicting, defining the term in opposite directions with stronger 

definitions entailing problematic assumptions, and emphasizing the sameness while the weaker 

definitions might struggle to establish a clear connection with the concept of identity as such. 

Instead, Brubaker and Cooper offer to conceptualise “identity” with stronger clarity, while 

using new more exact definitions such as “identification” and “self-understanding.”31 This is 

supported by Berenskoetter, who additionally emphasises the uncertain role of identity and its 

messy relationship with culture – it seems to be unclear, where one ends and the other one 

begins and what is the role of identity between culture and politics.32 

Since I am focusing on the effect the state can have on identity and how national identity is 

formed, my definition of identity remains collective, reinterpretable, and transforming in time 

according to the needs of the state. According to Bloom, national identity becomes meaningful 

if people relate to the nation’s symbols en masse and if they react to the threat as one group. 

While a nation can be created with power politics, without strong nation-building, and thus with 

no identity, it would not endure even moderate levels of controversy.33 Collective identities 

have also been seen as a source for peaceful relations between states, which has helped to 

redefine enemies as friends and structure anarchy, the most famous example of it being 

European integration process.34 

Neumann organised the use of “Self” and “Other” in identity formation. In international 

relations, identity formation is seen not only as forming an “in-group” but also an “out-group.” 

The self-other relationship is dependent on each other – by defining the “Other,” the definer 

also comes closer to defining the “Self.” This process is seen as active and constantly ongoing. 

The dividing line between “Self” and “Other” can either be maintained by the current discourse 

or challenged in case of discursive change, for example by the “Other” with “Self.” The distance 

between the “Self” and the “Other” is not formed only by ethnicity, but also by class, gender, 

religion, history, language, etc. There are “Others” that are close to the “Self,” “Others” that 
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are considered strange and hostile, and “Others” against whom the “Self” is indifferent. Mostly, 

the state is the unit that creates the distinction between the public enemies and friends The 

Copenhagen school has shown that the state “Self” is not always the same as the society 

“Selves,” which sometimes makes them clash.35 

Bentley Allan and Ted Hopf study national identity as an already independent concept of its 

own. They divide the definition into several categories that describe the nation, analysing how 

the state defines both itself and outsiders and thus its politics toward those entities. National 

identities are created by public discourses that influence individuals’ behaviour and values. 

National discourses are said to be as stable as they are accepted by society. Allan and Hopf 

claim that so far scientific attention has been focused only on already existing identities while 

the analysis of Self vs Other shows that the greatest threat to a Self is an Other that could replace 

the self by being a better version of the Self.36 

Hopf has been credited for working out methods to analyse national identities and has made in-

depth identity studies with a focus on Russian identity. His articles analyse the development 

from 1955 to 2014 and show how the changes in Russian identity characterised the events that 

Russia made in foreign policy.37 Hopf follows Gramsci in claiming that the ruling regime 

cannot be overthrown successfully without an alternative hegemonic articulation, which would 

ensure the new regime’s legitimacy. When the alternative ideology has been created, which is 

able to fill the role the state has had so far and can justify its reason to rule, the chance for the 

change in hegemony is real. He also shows how one can study this by reading and analysing 

the texts from the era, looking at the justifications and norms in place and apparent in speeches 

and media.38 The methods developed by Hopf form the basis for the analysis I am using.39 

Overall, most authors see self-identity as a stable concept that changes only due to drastic/tragic 

situations. However, some authors oppose such theories. Similarly to Brubaker and Cooper, 

Lebow argues that there are no stable identities but rather processes of identification. Thus, 

Lebow argues against the concept of identity, showing that people tend to strongly identify with 

their states and their self-identities are heavily influenced by it. He argues that more often than 

not, attractive national identities are built around claims that make the identity distinctive and 

its qualities positive. Different conflicting identities in the same person/nation can rise and fall 
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and change in time which makes studying them difficult. Identities influence behaviour and 

vice versa, stabile behaviour helps embed it as part of personal identity.40 

In culturalist extensions of the Weberian sociology of the state, the state is often seen as a power 

trying to monopolise the power to name and identify, who is good and what is not accepted. 

This could either be seen literally (for example, with passports) or indirectly through 

classifications through ethnicity, religion, etc. The state can be considered an identifier since it 

has the resources to impose categories, even though this does not usually create identities. The 

Soviet Union is brought as an example since it worked towards institutionalizing and codifying 

the numerous minorities living in the nation.41 

Even though identities are always in flux, in this study, we do not observe an identity change. 

This has two reasons: 1) the period we are observing is a very short one and 2) in the 

contemporary discourse, the Soviet Union was defined as an Other even though it had de facto 

become the hegemon. It is notable, however, that by observing the changes in the public 

discourse, we can see the seeds the new hegemon sows that will become the be the basis for the 

Soviet Estonian identity. 

Political Discourse 

Discourse is a system of layered key concepts, which includes social practices, traditions, and 

how institutions and organisations function. Empirically, discourses exist as sets of statements. 

Each statement depends on the reproduction of the same system and at the same time is the 

main link in reproducing the same discursive system. All human-made reality is constructed 

through the norms, systems, rules, and common truth which is reproduced and transformed in 

social actions.42 

Foucault has been one of the founders of the contemporary term ‘discourse,’ which he used to 

denote a social system that produces knowledge and meaning. He described discourse as 

constitutive of reality – discursive systems define our thoughts and acts, even if we are unaware 

of it. Discourse both sets a certain meaning to the text and at the same time disqualifies 

alternative explanations to the text, thus discourse masks itself as objective and stable. Foucault 

also sets the task of discourse analysis to unfix and destabilise these accepted meanings.43 
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Foucault’s theory has received some criticism. While he established the influence discourse can 

have in society, Foucault deals with only how discourse is being regenerated but struggles to 

explain who is behind generating the original discourse. Construction and reproduction of 

dominant discourse is always a choice – theoretically, an alternative discourse can be 

established by the opposition.44 

Discourse analysis is a methodology that focuses on understanding the linguistic 

phenomenology of discourse in its social context.45 Discourse analysts aim not to analyse the 

thoughts of the actors, nor the shared beliefs among the population, but the codes political actors 

use to relate to each other.46 Discourse analysis as a tool is in use both in linguistic studies and 

political sciences and accordingly there are different analysis methods, such as critical discourse 

analysis (CDA) and political discourse analysis (PDA).47 

Wæver has proposed a layered analysis of discourse, which makes it possible to follow the 

change within continuity and follow the three layers: 1) the basic conceptual constellation of 

state and nation, 2) the relational position of the state vis-à-vis its geopolitical region and 3) 

state policies pursued in its geopolitical region. Usually, the dominant political line and the 

opposition share a lot of their discourse, but only the marginalised opposition’s discourse is 

significantly different. In our case, a rare situation happens, where this marginalised opposition 

is able to come into power, sharing only the most basic codes with the formerly dominant line, 

which causes the change of discourse to be very profound and to touch all of the discursive 

layers. The change in our case study can be seen in all three levels, already Ventsel’s paper 

confirms that the relationship between the state and nation changes during the Red Month: 

president Päts’ discourse had differentiated between the Estonian nation and state (“dear 

Estonians”) while prime minister Vares’ discourse had the nation and the state in a tighter 

connection (“dear Estonian citizens”).48 

Political discourse analysis focuses on the broader critical approach to discourse, while also 

contributing to the political sciences. Political discourse forms through the functioning of the 

political institutions – in politicians’ speeches, cabinet meetings, protests, parliamentary 

sessions, etc. Analysis of political discourse should not only focus on the code but also observe 
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the context and its relation to the discursive structures. Through this, we can uncover the agenda 

hidden behind the statements and follow the politicians’ logic of reasoning (or lack thereof).49 

In this study I will conduct political discourse analysis, using Wæver’s system of layers. While 

critical discourse analysis could also introduce valuable results in this case study, CDA mainly 

focuses on the aspects of society and language, examining people and their interactions with 

other people. Due to censored media, where politicians get much more attention and society’s 

discourse is very limited, political discourse analysis provides us with answers more 

effectively.50 

Cultural hegemony 

The idea of cultural hegemony is inherited from Gramsci’s writings.51 Gramsci was an 

imprisoned Marxist in fascist Italy who tried to understand why the socialist revolution had 

failed in the West and instead of socialists, the fascists were successful at establishing 

themselves, despite the apparent world revolution. He proposed the explanation by establishing 

what we now know as the concept of cultural hegemony, which claims that no political 

leadership can survive long-term without consent from the masses.52 

The monopolisation of the instruments of force could be used to establish the elite’s dominance 

in society, but only as a temporary measure. By the 20th century, the state had in addition to 

administrative functions “educative and formative” apparatus, which the elite could use to 

communicate with the masses and establish their hegemony long-term. This can be done by 

feeding its narratives, ideas, and ideology to the citizens through political speeches, schools, 

church sermons, public/state media, trade unions, and protests.53 The power is not limited to 

the political and economic sphere, but it includes cultural as well. When the masses become 

convinced in the truths spread by the hegemon, they give their implicit consent to the general 

direction imposed on them. Therefore, the maintenance of hegemony does not require an active 

commitment to preserving the elite’s rule, even being passive is enough as consent for the 

regime to preserve its rule.54 

Hegemony differs from Lenin’s conception of proletarian dictatorship since it not only requires 

political coercion but also ideological work to create “class unity.” Ideology itself is both 
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collective and social, needing inter-discursive struggle of political hegemonies, through which 

intellectual and ethical unity could be established. Gramsci admits though that ideology is not 

only philosophical but also organic – meaning ideologies are constantly evolving, adapting, and 

developing, according to the dialogue in the society and current needs of the environment. This 

means that under normal circumstances, there can be no single unified coherent dominant 

ideology in the society.55 

Since fascism ingrained itself in Italy, Gramsci argued that an immediate transition from 

fascism to socialism was improbable and that the power should be won first by “restoring the 

liberal-democratic political structures and intensifying the cooperation between the proletariat, 

peasantry and the petty-bourgeois intelligentsia. Only by establishing such a system of alliances 

could the help proletariat become the leading class” This theory came to be called national-

popular class politics and establishes that different social classes can find common interests and 

work together, although he failed to establish a clear method on how to do so.56 

Following Gramsci’s theoretical framework, we can see in the Estonian case study, how the 

Soviet Union not only tried to integrate Estonia through force but also used various methods to 

legitimise its power, most of which fit well with Gramsci’s writings. Officially, democratic 

political structures seem to be restored and different classes are invited to cooperate with the 

proletariat, the new hegemon’s narrative is fed to the public, and aims for “class unity” seem to 

be attempted. 
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Conclusion 

The goal of my paper, which is to study the weakening of identity through the media discourse 

after the change in hegemony, can be observed through these concepts. National discourse is 

a dominant public justification for a state and society on why the state should exist and why are 

they acting the way they act. As a result of this discourse, one could reconstruct a certain 

articulation defining the national Self, which is termed national identity. The process of 

justification can be observed through the lens of cultural hegemony. The tool for studying the 

changes in messages appearing in the public is called discourse analysis. By using the methods 

of discourse analysis, we can observe how the new hegemon delegitimises some elements of 

the old discourse while adopting or manipulating the others according to its needs. 

During the summer of 1940, we can observe an attempt to construct a new identity in the public 

media of Estonia. The new hegemon uses the public media as a tool to legitimise its occupation 

and as a method to look for collaborators for the new regime. By creating the new discourse, 

the new hegemon moved towards creating the values and ideas necessary for the new alternative 

Soviet Estonian identity, even if it was not immediately accepted by the Estonian public.  



 
 

Research problem 
During 1939-1940 Estonia was still a formally sovereign republic, governed by Estonians. 

While the changes introduced to Estonian discourse were in great part derived from its 

communication with the Soviet Union, it would be wrong to claim that the new hegemony in 

Estonia at the time was exclusively Soviet and not Estonian. In order to establish their 

dominance, colonial/occupation regimes usually mobilise local collaborators to help them 

govern the newly occupied domain. This means that the collaborators can form a connection 

between the new hegemon and its new subjects by introducing the wishes of the hegemon while 

using the familiar lens of national discourse. This can also be seen in Estonia in the summer of 

1940 when a noticeable part of the late base-era discourse was presented (and to some extent 

derived from) Estonian native collaborators. The gradual change of Estonian discourse can be 

well-observed and analysed during the Red Month (and the bases-era discourse was still mostly 

Estonian, only trying to accommodate the neighbour’s wishes): during the first week, it is 

emphasised that Estonia will retain its independence, while during the last days of the month, 

public calls to join the Soviet Union became widespread. Although the Red Month’s discourse 

could already be considered to be mostly Soviet, it did also make efforts to keep using elements 

familiar to Estonian discourse, in order to explain the changes to the locals. 

Due to the rare situation that Estonia found itself in, the discourse during the years 1939-1940 

went through drastic changes and constantly developed further, with conflicting narratives at 

times. The conflict is further strengthened by the fact that the locals themselves seemingly did 

not know exactly what would happen next. By the summer of 1940, it had become clear that 

the Soviet discourse would come to dominate Estonia, but it was still questionable what was 

going to happen with the Estonian statehood. Some hoped Estonia could be like Mongolia – a 

de jure independent puppet state. Because of this, there were still speeches from the old elite, 

trying to fuse old and new discourses and the narratives switched from nationalist to socialist 

and vice-versa depending on the speech and the speaker. This mix of discourses together with 

the attempt of a new hegemon trying to assert their truth in the society while the old one was 

still very widespread, makes this case study an interesting phenomenon to research. 

This study aims to develop the analysis of identity-building by observing a rarely occurring 

event when an old identity is knowingly dismantled, and an alternative is presented to the 

people. By turning attention to less-often observed identity destabilisation during the change in 

hegemony, we can see, which methods have been used to build an alternative to the dominant 

discourse (although this study does not analyse how effectively the new discourse was accepted 

by the audience). The aim of this study is to reconstruct this transition between the old and the 



 
 

new hegemonic order (understood as two hegemonic articulations), combining it with the 

opportunity to test the tools of poststructuralist discourse analysis by applying it to a case of 

rapid discursive change. Additionally, since there seems to be no previous discourse analysis 

of such extent on the topic, this study aims to support the empirical Estonian history studies as 

well by providing a case-study discourse analysis of this critical moment in Estonian history. 

The research questions this study aims to answer are:  

1. How does the radical change in the political system reflect in the official discourse? 

2. Is the change rapid/rough or smooth? 

3. To what extent does the new hegemon integrate elements of the old hegemonic 

discourse? 

Another value of my study is to observe the radical change of discourse in a so-called “closed” 

society. Gramsci described hegemonic cultures to be on a scale from “closed” or “open,” where 

in closed hegemonies subordinate groups are left without means to express their resistance to 

the dominant discourse, while in more open hegemonies counterhegemonic alternatives can 

flourish.57 Both the bases era Estonia and Soviet Estonia had quite noticeable censorship and 

little space for counterhegemonic alternatives, while in the beginning the people’s government 

Estonia could be considered seemingly more open. This makes it observable, how change 

happens from one closed hegemonic culture to another closed one. 

Methodology 
This study will be conducted as an in-depth case study of the hegemonic transition period of 

Estonia during the period of the “people’s government” Estonia (21.06.1940-21.07.1940). The 

study utilises layered political discourse analysis using a contemporary Estonian newspaper 

named “Postimees” as the main source while other newspapers are seldom used to specify the 

details. Postimees (meaning “Postman” in Estonian) is one of the oldest newspapers in Estonia, 

established in Tartu in 1886. It was based in Tartu still during the bases era in 1939-1940 and 

had been subdued to the state censure, despite its symbolic resistance to the censure in the 

earlier years.58 With extra restrictions put in place after the beginning of the Second World War, 

we can be sure mainly the messages that are published, were supported by the current hegemon. 

I worked through each and every newspaper of Postimees from 1 January 1940 until the report 

of the declaration of the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic appeared on 22 July 1940, with a 

special focus being on the news appearing from 22 June until 21 July. The most important 

elements and messages from speeches were collected and analysed. Additionally, the 
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quantitative methods were used as a supporting measure to follow, which discursive patterns 

became most repetitive. In order to support the comparison of the older discourse dominant in 

Postimees, multiple earlier Postimees numbers were used to compare the content of news, 

vocabulary, structure, and sources of these papers with their bases era counterparts. 

In order to observe the changes in discourse since before the Red Month, the bases era discourse 

will also be introduced and analysed – showing the changes from before the Second World War 

and establishing a basis, with which the People’s government’s discourse can be compared. 

With the basis in place, I worked through the dominant features of the new trends and ideas 

introduced during the Red Month, supporting the analysis with numerous examples. If the 

newspapers fail to introduce critical background info, I fill the gap with other sources. The main 

part of the discourse analysis is based on political speeches, especially during the bases era. 

However, opinion articles and speeches are also used, especially since Estonia media was 

censored both during the republican era and the Soviet era, meaning these articles reflect the 

ideas supported by the contemporary hegemon. 

In order to compare the Soviet Estonian and modern Estonian understanding of events and their 

discourses, history books are used from both the Soviet era and the contemporary era. News 

from Postimees is sometimes put into the context of modern historical understanding in order 

to see whether the claims made in the papers survived the test of time. 

There are some limitations to this method. Focusing mainly on Postimees limits the research to 

one example, where the analysis could be influenced by the factors influencing the newspapers, 

such as Laosson’s takeover as the editor. While both secondary sources and my preliminary 

comparison with other articles show the discourse in other contemporary newspapers being 

similar, further research could give us the comparison and expand our knowledge on how 

national discourse was destabilised on a nationwide scale. 

Additionally, this research is limited in time, dealing mainly with a war-time discourse in the 

year 1940. Due to this, I am focusing little on how the Republican national discourse had 

previously been preserving the Estonian national discourse stable, and mostly focus on how the 

Soviet discourse was dismantling it. Due to this, further research into the main changes in the 

discourse before and during the beginning of the bases’ era could further help with in-depth 

comparison and also allow us to analyse the effects the bases treaty had on the narrative in the 

media. 

Due to these limitations, this study could be seen as a pilot study. It does examine a phenomenon 

an important phenomenon that has so far not been thoroughly studied, the dismantling of a 

national discourse and an attempt to redefine the national identity of Estonians, and establishes 



 
 

a method on how such a concept could be studied, but it is too narrow to make final conclusions 

on the topic itself without further research.  



 
 

The media during the bases era (September 1939 – June 1940) 
In order to show the changes in the Red Month, it is first necessary to introduce the Estonian 

dominant discourse in the local media during the final months of the bases era. During this era, 

Estonian newspapers were still fully following the national republican discourse but with the 

start of the Second World War and the arrival of Soviet troops in Estonia, the discourse had to 

adapt and develop new aspects that were not present before. 

Main themes of the bases-era discourse 
After Poland was invaded by the Germans and the Soviets, Latvia and Lithuania declared partial 

mobilisation of their troops. While this was not the case for Estonia, Postimees called for 

“mental mobilisation” already shortly before the bases treaty was signed. On 22 September 

1939, Postimees published an article that asked Estonians to be diligent, not complain loudly 

against the current situation, and not spread fake rumours. “We cannot tolerate that there are 

some, who due to stupidity might become a mental deserter. It is in both our and state’s interests 

to remain calm and balanced mind, thus if anyone among us were to spread rumours, they will 

be treated as mental deserters.”59 This came to form the backbone of what could be called the 

bases era discourse: do not rock the boat, keep the public discourse neutral and avoid using any 

kind of emotional manner of speech. 

Zetterberg called it “Formal optimism” – the public leaders making statements that everything 

in Estonia is under control and that people need to remain calm and keep working. Common 

explanations said that the deal with the Soviets was made because it was a rational and good 

idea, helping Estonia through the hard times of the war. This treaty was the only way to ensure 

that Estonia was able to avoid the war – it was a victory, not a loss.60 If one was to spread 

rumours claiming the opposite, they were fined (which is seen by the news articles reporting 

the people getting fined for “spreading damaging rumours”).61 Thus, Estonian politicians chose 

to try and show the Moscow Treaty of 1939 as a win in the media and present the Soviets as an 

ally.62 

Neutrality 

By the late thirties, Estonia had failed to secure an alliance against the two states it considered 

a potential threat to its independence – Germany and the Soviet Union. In order to try and make 

a good face on a situation, Estonia had declared itself a neutral state (despite its defence treaty 
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with Latvia), which was officially respected by its neighbours. Since Soviet troops had entered 

Estonia in October 1939, by 1940 the official discourse was very focused on emphasizing the 

neutrality of the Republic of Estonia. The bases era prime minister Jüri Uluots brought out 

neutrality often in many of his speeches: “Already in the Declaration of Estonian independence 

on the 24th of February 1918, Estonian Manifesto declared nations wish to live in peace and 

prosperity with all the nations in the world. These peace and neutrality politics has always been 

the star in the sky, according to which Estonia has tried to aim its foreign politics.”63 Not only 

does this emphasise Estonian neutrality but it also rewrites the history of the twenties, when 

Estonia made attempts to secure an alliance with multiple neighbours, including a successful 

one with Latvia.64 

Post-Cold War historians see the Estonian inability to secure an alliance during the Interwar era 

as its greatest failure while the contemporary leaders presented neutrality as an opportunity: 

neutral means you consider no nations to be a threat.65 Uluots even used Estonian neutrality as 

reasoning for signing the Moscow treaty: “The treaty which Estonia signed last September is 

aimed to keep Estonian neutrality, the way it has always been. So far both Estonia and our 

eastern neighbour have done everything possible to keep the treaty functioning. Thus, Estonia 

has so far aimed to keep its peace, neutrality, and peace consistently.”66 This meant that 

according to the public discourse, the Soviet troops were not there because Estonia had chosen 

an ally but because the Soviet Union was ready to guarantee Estonian neutrality with his own 

army. 

Independent nation 

The dominant idea in the politicians’ speeches throughout the bases era was the unwavering 

and definite wish for Estonia to remain independent. “The last War of Independence taught us 

that our political independence is necessary. Without it, our nation would fade.”67 This goal 

was above all and was often used to elaborate the decision-making process of the leaders, 

ignoring the Soviet troops in Estonia nor the Estonian elite’s wish to satisfy their eastern 

neighbour. “We as a small state cannot nor do we want to interfere in the conflicts between the 

Great Powers. The main goal of our foreign policy remains to keep our country politically and 

socially independent, as it always has been. At the same time, our goal is to develop relations 

with all the nations both in economic and in the cultural sphere.”68 The repetition of this 
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message was constant and the idea clear – whatever the leaders of Estonia do, it is to keep 

Estonia independent. 

Small state 

A noticeable part of Estonian identity is related to its size. Estonians feel that their state is small 

and surrounded by larger and stronger neighbours. In the bases era, this discourse was also tied 

with the reasoning for the Treaty of Moscow – the Second Great War was being fought between 

great nations and the small ones were the ones getting caught in the middle. By having a strong 

ally in the east, Estonia is able to avoid the war: “…even less secure are smaller nations. We 

have witnessed how throughout the years many smaller states have ceased to exist. During 

recent years we have seen how only in one night, decisions can be made that will change the 

fate of countries and people. It’s perfectly understandable that smaller states are anxious about 

their future.”69 Estonians saw how in the war between the Great Powers, many smaller states 

suffered and lost their independence. “As you’ve noticed, during the last World War many 

small nation-states were created. This war it seems the opposite is happening.”70 

War had become very present in Estonian public discourse very quickly. Despite Estonia not 

being a participant in the war, Postimees was following the developments in the war very 

closely and it influenced Estonian life as well. Germany was attacking every ship that was 

crossing the Baltic Sea and the news regarding Estonian drowned ships in the Baltic Sea during 

the winter of 1939-1940 was regular. “…we have not been safe from the hardships of war. So 

far, economic war has hit us neutral states hard, especially due to the lack of sea trade. Naturally, 

the raw materials that are necessary for the war have gotten more expensive, but additionally, 

it is even harder for us since we are cut off from the wider world. The war makes it near 

impossible for any ship to get in or out of the Baltic Sea.”71 The neutral small state of Estonia 

had little to do against the German state. 

By the late Spring of 1940, Poland, Finland, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium, and 

Luxemburg had all been dragged to war and had suffered in the war even though the main 

participants of this war were Germany, the United Kingdom, and France. This gave the Estonian 

government a solid basis to justify the Treaty of Moscow with the current situation and to show 

it as symbiotic: “I would like to emphasise that this treaty will include the interests of both 

parties as well as possible. For our great neighbour to the east, it is important to be able to 

protect themselves in the Baltic Sea. Estonia and the rest of the Baltic states would like to 

provide this help to our neighbour. On the other hand, with this treaty our neighbour has taken 
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the responsibility to guarantee the independence of our state and also guarantee our independent 

internal politics.”72 Unlike many smaller nations in Europe, Estonia had been spared from war, 

and thanks to the treaty, had even new opportunities: “It’s one of the signs of the current era, 

that the economic cooperation between the Soviet Union and the Baltic states is the key to keep 

all participants happy and Estonian economy normally functioning in the current war 

economy.”73 

The war was also used as an excuse to justify politically inconvenient decisions. For example, 

the deal with the USSR was made so that 1) Soviet interests would be fulfilled and thus there 

would be no threat of war in Estonia from the east, and 2) there would be a Great Power that 

would guarantee the independence and neutrality of small Estonia. 

Survival of Päts’ narrative 

While the foreign politics of Estonia had to adapt to the changes in the discourse, the internal 

discourse did not have to adapt to many changes and the narrative of President Konstantin Päts 

remained the dominant one in Postimees: “We were saved from the fall to authoritarianism, not 

by the people, but the precise decision-making of Konstantin Päts at the critical moment. This 

can be considered especially interesting because it seems to be the only time when a dictatorship 

was used to save democracy.”74 Päts’ authoritarian regime had kept its strength in internal 

politics and retained the main discourse: our state is a democracy, and it is so thanks to our 

President Konstantin Päts, who saved it. The old constitution was chaotic, and Päts’ constitution 

is much more “stable.” 

Although Päts is considered the symbol of “formal optimism,” it is his discourse which is the 

only case in the bases era Postimees is ready to imply that left-wing politicians can be a threat 

to the political stability (something Estonian public media had tried to avoid ever since the pact 

with the USSR was signed): “… it seems that some members of the Parliament, mostly left-

wing radicals, are putting in great effort to change our Parliament back from our hardly gained 

stable one to the one full of chaos and gradual degradation. I struggle to believe they are sincere 

representatives of our nation.” Even the fear of the Soviets, which had otherwise made Estonian 

public discourse much more careful, did not fully remove Päts’ attacks on the “chaotic left-

wing.” 

Overall, until June 1940, Päts’ narrative seemed to actually strengthen with time. During the 

winter months, the president did not hold any speeches publicly and was seldom mentioned in 

Postimees. The strengthening can be seen in the category named “Greetings and congratulations 
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to the President of the Republic,” which was used to show, how grateful the entire society of 

Estonia was to the president. It had disappeared almost completely during the Winter War, used 

only during the festive days (such as Estonian celebrations of Independence Day), but it slowly 

was taken into more use again since March-April. President also finally appeared before the 

public in May and gave a bases-era speech: “We know, our military strength is small. […] Let 

us try to defend our land only with weapons but also use our words to explain that this is not 

the time for divisions. Right now, we have to stand man beside man and support and defend 

our nation!”75 Presumably the president had been startled by the developments in Estonia and 

thought to keep his head low at first. When he saw that although there were troubles with the 

Soviet army, the Estonian internal politics were not under direct attack, he was ready to re-

establish his dominant position in the discourse. 

Significant Others in Estonian discourse 

The war and bases era also brought a change of balance in the attention Estonian neighbours 

received from the media. The two bigger neighbours, who received lots of attention, were the 

Soviet Union and Germany, whose state-owned news agencies’ articles were quite often 

translated and published. Because of this, anti-western rhetoric appeared in Postimees through 

translated texts from TASS or DNB (although it was not too common). One example of such 

claims would be a TASS article claiming that “the friendship and non-aggression pact between 

the Soviet Union and Germany foiled the attempts of the West to pull the Soviets into the 

war.”76 Although these messages were published, no discussion followed: it was neither 

approved nor disproved, it was just printed. 

Compared to the situation a year earlier, the West played a little role in Estonian media at least 

in Postimees. The only news regarding the developments in the West was the war news. These 

were constantly published but war news was usually short, much more thoroughly censored 

than usual articles, and often arrived with some delay. Also, in the war reports neutrality was 

very strongly followed – there could be no adjective nor judgement describing the 

developments. The role of the West had thus decreased, which could be seen for example by 

comparing the role of Reuters in Postimees. During the occupation of Czechoslovakia one year 

earlier Reuters had been one of the main sources, now it was mainly used to report these short 

and censored war reports. 

The change in news sources was probably influenced by being physically cut off from the West. 

Both the Soviet Union and Germany were anti-Western nations and thus it was better realpolitik 
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to not show pro-Western messages when one anti-Western nation has its troops in your country 

and the other one is gunning down your ships. It is worth mentioning as well that although 

Estonian discourse tried to avoid a pro-Western stance, the Soviet regime in the end still accused 

them of being supportive of the West and ultimately used it as one of the excuses to occupy 

Estonia.77 

With the Soviet Union and Germany considered potential threats to Estonian independence and 

the West being far away, Estonian focus also drifted closer to other “smaller nations.” News 

about Scandinavian and Baltic states remained very common and especially with other Baltic 

states, politicians were ready to show public support and to look for stronger cooperation. More 

and more articles were published talking about the visits and speeches of important Baltic 

statesmen. There were even a couple of opinion articles dedicated to the Baltic cooperation, 

publishing an opinion article over a topic abroad was a really rare feat in those days. The boldest 

speeches given were related to Baltic cooperation: “As of now we should be on guard or else 

one of us might fall under the influence of a neighbour too much, which could weaken the Baltic 

bridge. Maybe this threat is not present at the moment though, since our bigger neighbours have 

allowed us to guarantee our independence. But as we have seen from history, currents can 

change quickly. Our survival instinct states that we must protect our independence together, as 

one state.”78 The most radical opinion piece even tried to introduce the idea of forming a united 

Baltic state in the region: “According to the writer’s option, neither regional and cultural 

cooperation nor customs and monetary union would be enough. The real aim of Baltic Unity 

should be the United States of the Baltics.”79 

The Baltic leadership clearly felt that tightening friendship along each other was “allowed,” 

which would later prove otherwise: Estonia was blamed for plotting against the Soviet Union 

with other Baltic states, and the Baltic journal “Revue Baltique” – the result of the cooperation, 

was used as evidence in support of the Soviet accusations of building an anti-Soviet alliance.80 

While Finland retained its important spot in Estonian media and economic cooperation did 

continue (which can be seen by the number of articles regarding Finland, for example during 

the Winter War), there were no similar speeches calling for closer ties with Finland. 

The Soviet Union in Estonian public media 

Throughout the bases era, there was a slow but steady increase of news reporting on Soviet 

developments, news, and special translated articles from TASS, which introduced wider Soviet 
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achievements to the reader (i.e., creating a plant, which grows tobacco, potato, and tomato all 

together,81 introducing Soviet republics, etc). New focus can be seen in Soviet news being 

published, which did not receive any attention beforehand, such as the anniversary of Lenin’s 

death.82 As would be expected, there were no articles that would be critical of the Soviet actions. 

At best, the Estonian narrative regarding the USSR was simply official and neutral, not taking 

any stance at all – for example during the Winter War.83 Quite often former narratives were 

rewritten to be softer, i.e. Stalin was not a “dictator”84 any longer but a “leader.”85 Similar 

change of narrative can be seen in talking about Estonian history – the Estonian War of 

Independence (Vabadussõda) is no longer seen as a cause for conflict with the Russians, but 

rather a long-forgotten (although still cherished) event - because these days Estonian and Soviet 

relations were cordial, they were allies and their interests aligned “Estonia has decided that it 

does not want to be a wall between the West and Soviet Russia, as was hoped to be by many in 

Paris Peace Conference, but a bridge helping to develop the relationship between the West and 

the East.”86 

Thus, Estonian politicians found a clear new discourse to present to the public that was also 

acceptable to the Soviets: Estonia is a neutral state with the main goal of preserving its 

independence. The Soviet Union is Estonia’s ally (and definitely not a threat), and helps to keep 

Estonia safe from the Second Great War – there have been many smaller nations pulled into the 

war by Germany and the West, however, nobody would dare to attack Estonia with Soviet army 

defending it. By guarding Estonia, the Soviet Union can also safeguard Leningrad, meaning 

this is a mutually beneficial situation. Despite foreign fears, it is clear that the Soviets have let 

Estonian politics remain the same, so there is no threat from the East. Nevertheless, war shows 

no signs of ending so let us be ready for the tough times. 

From bases to occupation 
It seems that the Winter War shocked the Estonian public since during the winter of 1940, 

politicians gave few careful speeches and there were few opinion articles. After the war ended, 

the fear seemed to slowly fade in the spring. President Konstantin Päts and General Johan 

Laidoner, the leading men of the autocratic regime, who had disappeared from public life during 

the winter, appeared again before the public. This can be seen by an increase in their public 
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speeches, more articles supporting their regime, and people expressing their gratefulness 

becoming a usual characteristic once again in the newspapers. The discussion regarding the 

Baltic cooperation became more active and even some military exercises were declared. It 

seemed that at least in public media, a new status quo started to take root, and people started 

getting used to the new situation. 

This new situation was challenged at the beginning of the summer. The first sign of Soviet 

discontent with the current situation became very clear in the article published in Pravda, which 

was also translated into Estonian on 31.05.1940. The accusations were that the Estonian elite 

was pro-British (and thus, clearly anti-German and anti-Soviet), that the Estonian neutrality was 

fake, and that there were anti-Soviet elements in Estonia who did not publicly show any 

appreciation for the positive developments which the cooperation with the Soviets had given.87 

In the same paper, another headline blamed Lithuania for attacking Soviet troops in the 

country.88 As a reaction to the accusations, next public speeches that are readable in Estonian 

media, mostly emphasised the support and good influence the Soviet Union had had on Estonia. 

Both articles from TASS and such speeches became more common and clearly Soviet-focused, 

but despite this, the larger discourse remained the same for the next couple of weeks. 

By mid-June, Soviet troops had concentrated around 435 000 soldiers next to the border with 

the Baltic states and on 14 June, the Soviet regime gave Lithuania an ultimatum, demanding a 

new government and allowance of more Soviet troops into the land. Lithuania caved in the early 

morning of 15 June and Soviet troops immediately entered the Baltic state, effectively cutting 

Estonia and Latvia off from the outside world. Estonia received a similar ultimatum on 16 June 

and Estonia caved to the demands.89 

News reports regarding the Soviet occupation were struggling with what to report. When Soviet 

troops entered Lithuania on 15 June, the newspaper still felt confident enough to report that 

Lithuanian cities would be “occupied” after Soviet demands.90 The next day, when the Estonian 

government was forced to accept a similar ultimatum, the word “occupation” was clearly 

avoided. Instead, it was reported as “an additional treaty regarding the exact positioning of the 

troops” in Estonia.91 What was reported as “an occupying force” one day, became “an 

additional troop treaty” the next. 

These were the haziest days of the newspapers, where local media had no clear understanding 

of what was happening. Estonian independent media was falling but the Soviets had not yet 
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established their hold over the press. News that was reported on one day was claimed to be false 

the next day – an example would be a published Latvian report, which claimed that Latvians 

forbade gatherings due to a Soviet request – a swift denial of such demand was given by the 

Soviet Embassy in Riga the next day.92 Mostly though, events were shortly described without 

much explanations given: the fleeing of Lithuanian president Antanas Smetona was reported as 

“going abroad,”93 Latvian border guard post was reported destroyed but without any 

explanation, why.94 

The Soviet demands (named “Narva Dictate” due to the characterisation of the negotiation), 

which Estonia accepted and signed on the early morning of 17.06.1940, were published as if 

they were Estonian decisions (i.e., closing the gatherings, a new friendlier government).95 With 

this move, the Soviets had established their military domination over the Estonian state and 

society and could now move towards manufacturing a “consent” of the locals to solidify their 

control. Estonians seemed to understand that their world was about to change but it was not yet 

clear what kind of rules the new hegemon would establish. Thus, much news regarding the 

events in Estonia is simply reported through TASS and there is no alternative presented either 

to TASS’ narrative or to the Soviet accusations. 
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Establishment of the Soviet hegemony during the Red Month 
By June 21, 1940, Soviet troops had fully occupied Estonia. In order to legitimise the new 

situation, there was the need to establish a new Soviet-friendly government and show people’s 

support for the cause. On the same day Estonia was fully occupied, a new government, the so-

called “people’s government” was established, and workers’ demonstrations in support of the 

new power were organised. The exact size of the protest and the ethnic composition is still not 

entirely clear,96 but the June coup d’état (in contemporary Estonian history), or sometimes so-

called “June Revolution” in Soviet historiography, marked the beginning of a new era.97 

We can see this hegemonic move happening during the one-month period from 21.06.1940-

21.07.1940, with the old Estonian national discourse being phased out, relationships with the 

West and the Soviet Union being further revalued and the state’s goals and values being 

redefined. Although the Soviet discourse has become dominant in the new republic, it is not the 

only one in the media yet – there are still many notable members of the Estonian Republic 

present who are trying to keep their position by keeping up with the changing discourse. While 

we do know from many sources that the new hegemony is contested, the new discourse 

definitely makes the claim as if the new regime would already be hegemonic. 

Despite the short time span, the attempt to establish a new cultural hegemony means there are 

huge numbers of articles focused on introducing the new values and trying to establish the logic 

that moves from “we want to be an independent nation-state” to “we want to be a socialist 

worker state in the USSR” within a month. In order to accommodate the logical development, 

during the first two weeks, politicians and newspapers argued against the idea of joining the 

USSR. This means that although the period is short, there are many different messages and vast 

changes during this time. Due to this, I will analyse the discursive transformation of this month 

week by week.  
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First Week (21.06-29.06) 
The new discourse was originally framed by the new hegemon as something old and familiar 

to the Estonian people. The change in hegemony was described not as a new power taking over, 

but a restoration of the good old socialist way that many Estonians craved. “Already around 8-

9 all the factories ended their work and the workers headed to Freedom Square, bringing out 

their hidden old revolutionary flags and hastily made posters with them.”98 Thus, the first step 

that the new hegemon made in order to create some legitimacy was making the claim that after 

the long break, an old, democratic, friendly, and familiar system was being re-established in 

Estonia. 

Postimees’ news regarding the changes on a large scale can be divided into two categories: 

firstly, news regarding worker meetings, which usually expressed more radical opinions, and 

secondly, state news, coming from the Estonian government and from people in leading 

positions, expressing more balanced news. The messages from the worker meetings were 

already radical from day one, praising Stalin and talking about the elitist bourgeoise clique that 

had been in power so far. The speeches from state leaders were more careful, focusing on 

finding a common ground between the current situation and the previous government. 

Estonian identity 

The new prime minister Johannes Vares-Barbarus started his first speech by declaring: 

“Yesterday the new Government of the Estonian Republic was formed. It replaced the people-

hostile government, which could not nor did want to ensure the necessary politics that the 

Estonian nation requires.”99 Thus, already in the prime minister’s first speech the old 

government was characterised as a bad one, which was especially eloquent since the “people’s 

government” initially tried to frame their messages in the more neutral, balanced way than the 

workers in their meetings. Already on day one, in the new discourse, the new prime minister 

claimed that the previous government had been bad for Estonia. It was necessary not only for 

establishing the new Other but also for legitimisation of the processes. By saying that the former 

government was conspiring against the Soviets and thus against the peace, the new 

government’s attempts to build the new discourse make perfect sense. Additionally, the same 

degrees earlier demanded by the Soviets were now used as a legitimizing tool: “Our 

Commander-in-Chief gave out a degree forbidding any public meetings. This decree is against 

the Mutual Assistance Treaty, and the workers have cancelled it.”100 
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What was not as clear, though, was the extent to which the old system had been bad. The more 

radical worker meetings and the new editor of Postimees Max Laosson declared that all 

Estonian leadership so far had “never been loved by the Estonian people,” the only exceptions 

being the socialist movements such as the Estonian Workers Commune or the 1924 communist 

uprising.101 More moderate speeches concentrated the blame mainly on the previous 

government. There was no clear narrative yet during the first week, who was the enemy. In 

addition to this, neither the contemporary Estonians nor the Soviets knew exactly how the newly 

selected leaders would lead the new government and whether they were ready to follow orders. 

It seems that the Soviets were ready to replace the government if it would resist its wishes. Such 

claims were expressed in the news: workers during a gathering claimed that “We do not want 

it [Vares’ government] to become a Kerensky government, it must become worker’s 

government. If our demands are not fulfilled, we will gather again to protest on Thursday.”102 

In order to avoid estranging the public, it seems that the new regime knowingly avoided the 

words that would be associated with the Soviet regime, such as “Bolshevik,” “socialism” and 

(especially) “communism.” Stalin and Marx were called “leaders of the working people” 

instead. The first noticeable time “communism” was mentioned was on 28 June when the 

Central Committee of the Estonian Communist Party called its representatives from local 

committees to visit “comrade” Säre and get instructions for opening the registration for the 

party members – although the Estonian Communist Party had not even been legalised yet.103 

Instead, new discourse adopted already familiar such as words of “nation/people” and 

“workers” (tööliskond) from Päts’ era discourse, although the meaning of these words shifted 

quickly. During the bases era, the term “workers” usually referred strictly to a class living in 

the towns and working in factories, especially in oil shale mines. Red Month’s meaning and 

usage of the word “workers” could better be compared with Päts’ “nation,” including almost 

everyone while emphasizing that a normal citizen is a working person. “People” and “workers” 

were almost synonymous and used to replace socialist words and bring contrast to the concepts 

of the bases era. 

Regarding the Soviet interpretation of the broader Estonian history, there was no clear narrative 

yet and almost no one spoke about exact details. Overall, the focus was on the Republic of 

Estonia, and it was agreed that the recent republican government had been bad for the workers. 

Such an example could be seen in the opinion article about the Estonian national flag: “In times 

when blue-black-white was the symbol of Estonian anti-tsarist fight for its own nation, it had a 
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progressive and organizing value. It inspired the nation to fight for its language, literature, 

culture, and democracy. […] Now, however, Estonian Workers should only carry the clean 

(red) flag.”104 Messages like that show how Estonian history was still valued as a good thing, 

while it was also emphasised that socialist elements were a better alternative. Democratic 

opposition and the president were accepted in this new discourse, only the recent bad regimes 

that had ruined the nation’s recent history. Neither the Estonian War of Independence against 

the Soviets nor the Republic of Estonia were ever under attack since wanting to separate from 

the autocratic Russian Empire, because it was fully understandable: “During the Great Russian 

Revolution, we separated from the revolutionary work class because Estonians hoped to gain 

their freedom with independence and organise it better than it was in Tsarist Russia.”105 

The events of the June coup d’état were shown in Postimees as revolutionary and appreciated 

by the public: ”21 and 22 June will forever be reminisced by all. I will never forget the moment 

where we gathered for the spectacular worker’s parade in front of the city hall, even though we 

had to hear quite a few unpleasant remarks from passers-by.”106 Real democracy was claimed 

to be restored, under which all Estonian citizens can flourish: “…the government devotes all its 

energy to the full realization of the rights of the people […] so that the government could ensure 

the exercise of the democratic rights of the people.”107 Ironically, by claiming the new regime 

to be democratic and better than the previous system, it could be said that the people’s 

government kept the Päts’ era discourse rather in place. Both discourses claimed their current 

regime to be truly democratic and tried to fix the issues caused by the last government. 

It was considered liberating for the Estonian workers (who according to the newspapers, were 

the most important part of the nation). It was made clear though, that the liberties they had 

secured were those of the bourgeoisie and the socialist state is something of the future. “Last 

Friday Estonian nation won their civil liberties. There are such comrades, who impatiently 

demand an immediate Soviet system. Creation of such system depends on how fast the 

workforce is able to organise themselves to organise such kind of system that the people 

want.”108 “Is the current government trying to establish a Soviet regime in Estonia? We saw 

from the Government’s declarations that this is not the case. The current government has given 

us bourgeois liberties. […] Is there going to going to be an Estonian Communist Party 

organised? There are no political parties allowed in Estonia. The centre for Estonian working 

people to organise around exists as the Estonian Workers' Unions' Confederation (Eestimaa 
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Töölisühingute Keskliit)…”109 Messages similar to that one were emphasised multiple times, 

trying to convince the public that the goal of the government is not to merge Estonia into the 

Soviet Union nor to nationalise private property.110 That being said, the change in rhetoric was 

clear and so was the message: “Worker’s government’s task is mainly to make preparations so 

that one day we could achieve true socialism”111 and “Our path is shown to us by Marx, Lenin, 

and Stalin.”112 

Enemies 

Characteristic to the Soviet discourse and especially uncommon for bases era Estonian one is 

the search for enemies. There are many accusations towards the “bourgeoisie, the West, and 

capitalist cliques” on a daily basis. Capitalism was usually shown as a problem in contemporary 

society: “Capitalists provoke the wars since they are enriching from them. Workers are 

impoverished because they are the ones paying for those wars.”113 “Such a course of action has 

been chosen by the current clique in power, where there is no consideration to people’s will.”114 

Such aggressive claims are contrary to the bases era discourse, where “peace and calm heads” 

were called to prevail almost on a weekly basis. Also new to Estonian public media was the 

emotional way of writing and the widespread use of judgemental adjectives when describing 

events, states, and people. While during the bases era, even events such as the Winter War 

received little to no public judgement one way or another, now states were described as 

“mighty” or “evil.”115 

That being said, only in very few cases there are specific mentions of names or cases– usually, 

only a vague group of such transgressors is referred to. Even if the state so far has been bad, it 

does not mean the public officials are all bad: most have tried to do a good job.116 While the 

military has been the repressor of the working people – we must not forget that modern military 

is mostly made up from children of the working people, who have little freedom in making their 

own decisions.117 This was even the case with Estonian Defence League – while the 

organisation itself was one of the early antagonists of the new Estonian state and called “a dark 

institution that was working against the [Mutual Assistance] Treaty, spread misinformation 

about the USSR and was preparing to fight the Worker’s Republic,”118 it was still mentioned 
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that even there, there were lots of people who were misinformed and just wanted to protect their 

homes.119 Thus, there clearly was an enemy for the worker nation – but it was established very 

vaguely, almost anyone and everyone could be included or excluded from the definition 

according to the interpreter of the narrative. 

Foreign affairs 

Another change was redefining the relationship with the Soviet Union. Although the change of 

relations and a corresponding change in the discourse had already happened after the treaty of 

Moscow, after June 22 the Soviet Union pretty much remains the only state Estonian foreign 

policy is dealing with. Estonian’s eastern neighbour is described with many different adjectives 

and expressions, i.e., “Our great Eastern neighbour and friend”120 or “the world’s most cultural, 

progressive and powerful nation the Soviet Union.”121 While not present in political speeches, 

“reader reviews” or worker’s meetings contain ovations to the Soviet leaders – usually for 

Stalin, Molotov, Voroshilov, and Zhdanov.122 Estonians’ great impression of the Red Army – 

first described by TASS during the take-over, was now also adopted by the new government. 

“The Red Army has not come here as occupiers, but as the bringer of peace and happiness”123 

Foreign affairs were also publicly reorganised according to the aims of the Soviet Union: “The 

goal of Estonian foreign policy is to deepen the relations with the USSR since it is the Great 

Power that is friendly to us. Foreign relations between the Soviet Union and Estonia form the 

basis for each government’s foreign decisions.”124 What was pretty much clear from the start 

was the disappearance of the meaningful independent Estonian foreign policy. While the reports 

from the war remained, there was little news regarding any independent foreign policy besides 

intensifying the relationship with the USSR and similar news from Latvia and Lithuania. 

“Ever since the Treaty of Tartu in 1920 we have been fully isolated from the Soviet Union.”125 

The change in closer connections with the Soviet Union came with the attempts to tie Estonian 

history closer to Russia. As such, there were many references to the common history the two 

peoples shared. In addition to the previously mentioned Kerensky reference, the prime minister 

claims: “We are the children of the Russian Revolution, history has once again shown us our 

spot next to the friendly Soviet Union.” In the speeches held during the Red Month, parallels 
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with Russian history are drawn often.126 This becomes quite standard – using suitable examples 

from already thoroughly worked-through Russian history was much easier than little-known 

capitalist Estonian history. Also, it brings Estonia back to the eastern focus – no longer are they 

compared with the Western states, now the examples of history and standards are from the 

USSR. 

Already in his first speeches the new prime minister Johannes Vares noted that “Thanks to the 

Mutual Assistance Treaty implemented between Estonia and the Soviet Union last autumn, 

which the new government wants to fulfil sincerely, honestly and friendly, we have been able 

to live in peace and ensure our independence so far and we will be able to keep doing so in the 

future.”127 This fact had been emphasised often by the old government, but for the new regime, 

this fact was much more important. No day passed by without someone thanking the Soviet 

troops for keeping Estonia out of the war, workers’ protests were held in support of it, and 

workers’ resolutions thanking the Soviet regime for the support were adopted. The claim that 

“friendship with the Soviet Union saved Estonia from the war” remained in public media until 

the 1941 German invasion of the USSR. 

Small state 

The Soviet Estonian regime adopted the small state discourse but used it mainly to justify the 

Soviet military bases in Estonia. “Small states cannot defend themselves militarily, Estonian 

foreign policy is a policy of peace. If it had been the goal of the USSR to liquidate Estonian 

independence, it would have not been hard to do this.”128 What was different from before, was 

that the Estonian side no longer mentioned the Soviet needs – the old hegemony had claimed 

the bases treaty to be conducted so the USSR would feel also safe, “people’s regime” was 

avoiding such claims. Also, the old hegemony never claimed it could not defend itself. Thus, 

while the element itself remained similar, it was used in a different manner by the People’s 

Government of Estonia. 

Issues 

The new media gave lots of attention to multiple problems in Estonian society – fake or real. 

These issues were defined and the guilty who caused the problems were tied to the oppressive 

former regime or the capitalist abuse of workers. Then, a solution was offered, which was only 

possible under the new democratic regime. It can be seen as an attempt by the new hegemon to 

coerce specific classes to collaborate with the new hegemon by emphasizing the failures of the 
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old regime and the opportunities under the new hegemon. Most noticeable were the attacks on 

education, gender equality (“women workers are worth just as much as their male 

contemporaries”129), and state-organised promotion of alcohol.130 

One of the earliest examples of this is the attacks on the Estonian education system. The main 

argument stated that only rich people are getting quality education: “Our higher education is 

mostly for the richer folk. Schools are being closed and tuition fees are being often raised. What 

is taught in high school is how to shoot a gun, the quality of education is, however, poor. The 

future position in the university is being determined by their fraternity."131 Interestingly, 

another issue that plagued Estonian education according to the new hegemon was the lack of 

teaching in Russian in the Estonian schools: “It is an unnatural phenomenon that we understand 

so little our neighbour’s language which prevents us from getting acquainted with the 

achievement of our great neighbour.”132 

Conclusion 

This first week of the Red Month has probably the most divisive character from all the weeks 

analysed. It introduces arguably the most radical discourse change in Estonian history almost 

overnight while retaining many aspects of old discourse that will fade later. Many main points 

of the old regime are affirmed: Estonia is an independent state, which values democracy. The 

War of Independence was an important feat in Estonian history and peace is our main goal 

during these challenging times. At the same time, radical changes happened in the discourse: 

the USSR became a major ally to the Estonian state, the old governments became the Other, 

enemies who had damaged the interests of the Estonian people, and socialism was declared to 

be the end goal of the current hegemon. Many arguments felt generic though and lacked depth, 

also there was a discrepancy between the speeches of the workers and speeches of politicians, 

with workers being much more radical. However, neither communism nor joining the Soviet 

Union was ever explicitly mentioned as a goal. Postimees feels like it is made by two different 

regimes. Articles that deal with political developments are almost fully presenting the Soviet 

discourse, while almost nothing has changed in the other non-political topics such as sport, 

culture, and regional news – they still report the news in the same style they did a week ago. 

The Soviet Union tried to establish its cultural hegemony by establishing claims as if it would 

be restoring the old and desired regime and by bringing out the failures of the old regime. In 
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the new discourse, many articles are devoted to including many different classes under the new 

“workers” definition and to prove, how bad the old regime had been to the majority of the 

people. The Soviet discourse seems to carefully try to push the Estonian identity towards the 

socialist direction – at first, trigger words such as “communism” are avoided, “workers” is used 

as a wide term and the independence of the Republic of Estonia is not questioned. Thus, the 

new hegemon seemingly tried to balance between fulfilling its goal of introducing the new 

discourse while at the same time avoiding some radical claims that could estrange some of the 

locals.  



 
 

Second week (30.06-05.07) 
With the beginning of July first signs of stabilisation are seen and the newspapers also concede 

this fact: “There were many rumours as if their [peasants’] private property would be taken and 

they would have to go bankrupt.”133 It is becoming clear that new discourse has arisen, and 

many institutions are trying to adapt to the new situation and release messages which would 

make them acceptable to the new society. Many organisations which actually would not be 

accepted by the soon-to-be Soviet regime, congratulated the new government, emphasised how 

they support the new democratic workers’ regime, and published messages showing their 

support of the new regime. Such examples can be brought from the fraternities,134 city 

officials135 and clergy.136 On the other hand, these organisations were able to keep working in 

the people’s Estonia while the organisations which did not show their public support, were 

either taken over by new leaders (such example included for example Postimees) or closed 

immediately, for example, Chamber of Workers.137 

Clarifying “the Other” 

During the first week, most of the speeches attacking the Estonian leadership and history were 

generic and avoided details, making it nearly possible to use such narrative universally in 

different states simply by switching the name of the country. This changed during the second 

week when the arguments became clearer and more refined. The definition of self and other - 

who are included in our workers’ nation and who is not, was taken into focus. “Under the 

definition of the ‘working people,’ almost all of our nation can be included. There are only a 

few exceptions who cannot fit into it.”138 This was a clear sign that the new hegemon was trying 

to accommodate the majority into the new republic, instead either certain names were named 

or the vague “capitalist clique” was still used to define the enemy. The new ministers, who were 

a local Estonians, seemed to play part in expressing this new, more relatable discourse to the 

public in their speeches, referring to specific names and naming specific events while using the 

new discourse: “In addition to foreign capital, the national capitalist group arose consisting of 
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many, leading members being August Jürima, Viktor Päts, and Oskar Suursööt. But their 

relationship with the Estonian nation was as in a colony, just like the foreign capital group.”139 

As can be seen from the example, this inclusive pattern established during the first week 

remained the same, but now specific names were mentioned. 

Another addition to the discourse was the clear condemnation of President Konstantin Päts and 

his dictatorship (called “the Era of Silence”). As a way to both delegitimise Päts’ regime and 

legitimise his own, prime minister Vares declared in one of his first speeches “Our nation is 

healthy and sober. Without any cause has he been declared sick and nurtured so throughout 

these years.”140 Päts’ regime was said to be the most repressive era of the republic: “Since June 

21 Estonian people have recovered their democratic rights that had been taken six years ago”141 

or more radical “During the Era of Silence, we have tried to modestly expose, how controversial 

has been the elite and their definition of “national integrity” which has been used to justify 

hostile governing.”142 Anti-Päts rhetoric was overall in a rising trend which remained in Soviet 

discourse – in Soviet Estonian history books his regime was called fascist.143 

The tribal era, known then as “the ancient independence,” was also still appreciated in the new 

regime: “Thus, we can hope that this government will create such democratic liberties and 

order, which has been historically characteristic to the Estonian nation since the ancient 

independence.”144 Also, since it became more clear that the Päts’ regime was the main hostile 

other, for the time being, opponents of Päts, such as former head of democratic opposition Jaan 

Tõnisson, could also receive positive description in the news: “Especially interesting was 

Professor Jaan Tõnisson’s speech who claimed that the values of the culture must be available 

to the masses. Instead of bowing down, the Estonian free spirit must straighten up and through 

organisations fulfil the so-long-awaited national aspirations.”145 

Attitude to Estonian culture 

The end of the second week and the beginning of the third started to deal with the topic of 

culture. Unlike in political history, there was no need to change the discourse radically in this 

field since the cultural elite was quite often respected in the Soviet discourse: “First Estonian 
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generation of intellectuals was strongly intertwined with the people. […] Their works were not 

only read but also sung during the Estonian song festivals.” 146 Naturally, the new discourse 

had to show that the cultural elite had always been pro-socialist values and suffering under the 

capitalist regime: “In the poetry of past day Estonia, during the peak of the reactionary regime, 

Kärner was a poet belonging to the better part of the petty bourgeoise. He represented vividly 

the anguish, pessimism, despair, and lack of purpose as a bard of his era.”147 Thus, in this field 

the change mostly came from adopting the old “elite” into the new discourse, not by introducing 

a new elite. 

The most important character whose fate was decided during this time was the recently 

deceased famous Estonian writer Anton Hansen Tammsaare. He was shown as a positive 

“workers’ figure,” who would have supported the new regime and whose thoughts matched 

with the workers’ ideas: “Estonian great writer Tammsaare did not only leave us with rich 

literature works but also with many articles in which his deep, unique, peculiar ideas as 

philosophical and societal thinker appear.” He was thus accepted, but his ideas which passed 

Soviet goals now became especially emphasised: “By throwing out the religious studies from 

the university and closing the theology faculty it would be by Tammsaare’s own words 

“commendable merit of liberating the temple of science from a millennium of dust and the 

facility finally would not have to deal with matters that have little common with science. […] 

one of the obstacles Tammsaare believes to be our servility towards the West.”148 It is also a 

good way to show how the new discourse learned to borrow passing elements from the local 

former narrative, instead of using the generic socialist discourse. Tammsaare received more 

attention next week from deputy prime minister Hans Kruus: “Our deceased great writer 

Tammsaare has had tried to wrestle with the questions of the current dictatorship to its roots in 

his works. Just like in his works, our society must be liberated from the authority and violence 

of comrade-look-a-likes similar to Clever-Ants”.149 Such use of Tammsaare in the current 

discourse solidified Tammsaare’s place as a symbol also in the new hegemony and learned to 

use his well-known works for solidification of the new regime. 

Small state 

One narrative that was never challenged by the new regime was Estonian identity as a small 

state. This idea was adapted from the old regime, although used in a manipulative way. The 

foreign minister Nigol Andresen said: “Each military-politically literate person agrees these 
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days that a small country cannot defend themselves militarily. As long as wars are inevitable, 

every smart leadership of a smaller state looks for a Great Power which could defend it” and 

“The attempts of smaller states to remain neutral has turned out to be a deception of oneself.” 

150 Statements like Estonia could not defend itself would have never been said in the old 

republic. Minister also used a similar argument to his bases era counterpart Ants Piip, claiming 

that “since such a grand Soviet centre of Leningrad was thus threatened by the war-

provocateurs, it was necessary to […] secure Soviet western border” and Estonia would have 

needed the bases at some point.151 Although at first glance the argument seems similar, 

Andresen’s claim makes the Soviet base a necessity for Estonia, while Piip usually referred to 

bases as Estonian concession to the Soviet Union so it could fulfil its needs. 

While it was made clear that “no independent Estonia could exist without the support of a great 

power,” there were no hints of people having the wish to join the Soviet Union. Rather it was 

emphasised indirectly that Baltic state symbols remain untouched. In Latvia, the state flag was 

attacked, which prompted the Latvian Communist newspaper to publish an article (which 

Postimees also referred to): “Some people have torn down the Latvian state flag. Such 

behaviour must be condemned in the strictest way, state flag cannot be insulted. It can be used 

along with red workers’ flag.”152 Regardless of whether the newspaper claimed it to simply to 

keep the Latvian state looking like it was still independent or whether the Latvian flag was still 

being valued, the message is clear: the Baltic state symbols remain as they are for the time 

being. 

Structural changes 

During the second week, the structure of the newspaper started to change. Starting from June 

30, socialist-minded poems began to be published every now and then, one of the first of which 

was already strongly anti-Finnish, calling the Finns fascist.153 New title called “Life of workers 

(Tööliste elu)” was starting to be published, which followed the new discourse – workers had 

it hard so far, but now things are developing.154 

This week was thus described by the activation of the new leadership. What appeared though 

was the vague border between the ministers’ fields of responsibility. Minister of foreign affairs 

Nigol Andresen could very well talk about the developments in the economy and in internal 
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affairs155 and almost all ministers emphasised at some point how important the Soviet-Estonian 

relations are. This trend was only becoming more common in the coming weeks.156 

Conclusion 

The second week was able to rectify the shortcomings of the first week. During the first week, 

the new discourse was clearly established, although it lacked details specific to Estonia. By 

having the people’s government take a more active role in media, the discourse which had been 

adopted the previous week became more refined and had elements related more directly to 

Estonia: the Other was more defined, and new discourse was justified using important figures 

in Estonian society, such as Tammsaare. If the two weeks are compared, the claim to the 

hegemony definitely seems stronger after the second week. The strengthening of the discourse’s 

structure is logical since it was able to build itself on the discourse established last week instead 

of challenging the elements that were taken over from the republican era.  
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Third week (06.07-14.07) 
Starting from July 6, there are a couple of cases where discourse had to adopt a new narrative 

overnight. The most radical examples of the change were the legalisation and acceptance of the 

Estonian Communist Party (ECP) together with the declaration of new elections. Although the 

wider discourse continued to be strengthened by the collaborators, this “leap” in the discourse 

seemingly made it harder for the collaborators to justify the acts of the new hegemon. 

Elections 

There had been almost no mention of ECP at all in the papers until on July 6 it was declared 

restored and its goal publicised in their newspaper Kommunist, which was also published in 

Postimees: “ECP has never ceased its work, it has only changed its form of activity, changed 

from an illegal party to a legal one […] The main task of the Communist Party is to organise 

and unite the entire working people […] Right after the legalisation of the ECP, there have been 

massive amount applications for joining the party.”157 Thus, the narrative is clear: ECP and by 

extension, the Soviet regime has always been active in Estonia and popular among the people. 

It is their job to unite the working people. Also, just next to this news, the following article 

appeared which published the statement “many factories had already adopted”: “We, the 

workers of the factory of ………… cordially greet the Estonian Communist Party…” and had 

a long speech about the victories of socialism. While nothing was said out loud, such a 

publication felt like an instruction for factories. Although it was mentioned nowhere in the 

paper, ECP was the only restored party during this era (Päts’ dictatorship had disallowed 

political parties). 

The other radical change that happened also on July 6 (and was strongly related to the ECP), 

was the declaration of new elections for Riigivolikogu. To this date, there had been no 

discussion in Postimees at all about elections, but starting from July 6, a huge part of the new 

discourse was focused on the topic: one article after another talked about the need to elect “a 

new and democratic” parliament and how the last parliament had been fully illegitimate. “Those 

who had any understanding about the heritage of our current Riigivolikogu (lower chamber) 

and Riiginõukogu (upper chamber) will not drop any tears to the grave of these institutions. 

[…] We remember how Riigivolikogu came to be – no one could speak about democratic 

nomination of the candidates or about fair competition.”158 

On the next day, the Estonian Working People's Union (Eesti Töötava Rahva Liit) was 

established - an electoral bloc whose goal was “to create a true people’s government. […] 
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Throughout many years Estonian nation was suffering under the yoke of magnate plutocrats. 

The worst example of such was the previous government, which was hated by all.” Thus, they 

declared the old governments to be terrible and established the future they are seeing: “It’s time 

to choose a Riigivolikogu, which would correctly reflect its people and regime. […] Estonian 

people must go to the ballot boxes, knowing that the basis for their state’s favourable and free 

life is the strong and indestructible alliance between Estonia and the great Soviet Union, the 

brotherhood between the nations of Estonian and Soviet people, who must now go hand in hand, 

inspired to fight for the common will to fight for Estonian and Soviet peoples’ people and 

prosperity.”159 

Interestingly, the discourse in the newspapers seemed to rather use the methods recommended 

by Gramsci than Lenin. Although the only political party participating in the electoral bloc was 

Estonian Communist Party, (the rest were non-political organisations), the discourse remained 

overall very vague but inclusive, using slogans to involve as large masses as possible. using 

sometimes conflicting slogans next to each other.160 The power was not a thing to be seized by 

the workers, rather it was to be taken by a coalition of different classes under the leadership of 

the ECP, although at no point whatsoever, did any slogan promise communism or joining the 

Soviet Union. Calls to vote for the electoral bloc remained the dominant topic throughout the 

week, it became the main focus of Postimees for the week. 

In addition to the communist movement, the Estonian opposition tried to organise themselves 

and also run for the new Parliament. This opposition received absolutely no attention in the 

papers to promote their ideas or thoughts and the only way we learn from the media that an 

alternative to the Working People’s Union exists, is because of the new regime’s criticism 

towards these people. In his speech, the foreign minister of Estonia commented on elections: 

“Do we know, why we have a bunch of candidates who run for the Riigivolikogu outside the 

Working People's Union? It seems to me that both these candidates and their voters should 

clearly elaborate on why they are not content with the Working People’s Union representatives 

since they seem to submit alternative candidates.” Furthermore, the minister hinted that the 

opposition could be either the anarchists, enemies of the people, or servants of the West in the 

same speech. Finally, minister Andresen said: “If a certain region already has a candidate (in 

the Working People’s Union), whose election program seems fair and good, we see no reason 
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to set up alternative candidates and make the elections thus more complicated” thus marking it 

clearly that alternative candidates to Working People’s Union would not be tolerated.161 

Similar messages were repeated throughout this week: “Each vote that is not given to the 

Estonian Working People’s Union’s candidate decreases the chances of peace and increases the 

danger of war. […] each candidate, no matter from which side must be able to prove they have 

had no history with the foreign politics of the nation’s enemies. If they do not do this, they are 

the wolf in sheep’s clothing.”162 Even with these explanations I feel like the elections are the 

weak point of the new discourse: it is clear both the media and the government are only 

supporting one side, the only time the opponents are given any attention at all, is when “the 

heroic” side is showing opposition’s faults. Also, the reasoning for not allowing the opposition 

to run with the EWPU seems really weak and makes it hard to believe the illusion of the 

democracy the Soviets worked so hard to create. 

Another issue the new discourse had to deal with was the fast pace of the elections. Officially 

the document declaring the elections was signed on 5 July and the elections were to happen on 

14 July. According to the laws, the minimum time for preparing for the elections was 35 days.163 

While this fact was not mentioned in the media, some indirect justifications were brought to 

justify the breach of law: “We have chosen such road which will avoid the looming war and 

potential time of troubles. There is no opportunity to stop on such a route since the delay would 

also mean the danger of perishing. Storm crushes the ships that are still.”164 

The third week can thus mostly be described as a one-sided but intense political election 

campaign in the media. Politicians, workers, and intellectuals all publicly declared their support 

for the EWPU and called for people to vote for the electoral bloc. “In the Estonian Working 

People’s Union’s program, no citizen can find any such promises which the intended 

representative institute could not fulfil. It is realistic and feasible.”165 More than half of the 

articles, no matter whether directly related to the topic or not, called to vote for the bloc, using 

both promises of a better future and vague threats: “By voting for the EWPU on 14-15 July, the 

Estonian people can show its political maturity and understanding the current situation 

correctly. With this, we will show our great neighbour that here lives a nation that is interested 

in friendship with it and the friendly Red Army can keep without any issues continue its task in 

here.”166 
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In addition to integrating new groups of interests into the workers’ movement, the media started 

to warn about spies among the masses: “As we can see from the workers’ meetings in 

Valgamaa, former members of the Patriotic League have tried to infiltrate the meetings. Such 

men from the former elite might sow more class hate and increase gaps among the working 

class, which is why we have to be more careful with such collaborators.”167 “Also we cannot 

trust the socialists, who held the power in Estonia during its first years but gave it to the 

reactionaries. They have only brought disappointment with their promises.”168 Thus, the new 

leadership defined clearly, that no one else besides EWPU was expected to run for the new 

parliament. A newly defined enemy was also Jaan Tõnisson, leader of the democratic 

opposition to Päts’ regime, who in the early days of the new discourse had been shown from a 

rather positive side: “Tõnisson’s solidarity with Mr. Piip is wide-known, as is his anti-Estonian-

Soviet pact rhetoric last autumn in Vanemuine. What else is wide-known is his support to the 

Uluots-Jürima violent regime directed against the workers’ movement in Tartu from autumn to 

spring, when the workers were thrown out of the city council.”169 Probably as a reaction to the 

Tõnisson’s attempt to run for the parliament, a clear anti-Tõnisson narrative was adopted. 

In the end, the opposition was able to present 83 candidate names, but due to the state’s 

intervention, only one was able to actually participate in the elections, the rest of the 

applications were denied.170 There were many justifications in Postimees for denying these 

candidates the participation in the elections: the opposition made only generic promises, which 

were often copied from the EWPU; many opposition candidates had previously been part of 

“hostile” organisations such as Vaps’ movement and Patriotic League (Isamaaliit, which was 

the alternative to the parties; president Päts used this organisation to support its rule in the 

country); many were related to either reactionary movements or capitalist businessmen; some 

applicants had a criminal history, especially rape was many times brought out as an example.171 

Including new social classes 

In order to achieve the consent of the masses, the Soviet hegemony focused even more on 

bringing out the shortcomings of the current republic. With new zeal, articles were aimed at 

women, railroad workers, rural people, intellectuals, court, soldiers, and policemen calling them 

to support the new regime and aiming to show the unfair life they had had before. Compared to 

the earlier weeks, the calls for support seemed more systemic and more organised. It was no 
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longer random workers holding speeches, such articles were written by journalists and provided 

more facts than before. For example, the article calling for women’s support claimed that: “So 

far, no woman has made it to a leading position in Estonia. Even our girls’ schools are led only 

by men, while this has never happened vice versa,” which can be considered more or less 

accurate information, at the time in Estonia there were no female judges, no women in the 

parliament.172 

Especially intensive were the hegemon’s articles focusing on bringing the Estonian police and 

military, (meaning the people with the opportunity to challenge the hegemony) to the fold: “Our 

old government tried to stay away from the working people and also keep the military distant. 

Estonian military had contact only with the elite who were taking all our income. This is why 

our military is a stranger to us. But with the arrival of freedom, our attitude to the military also 

changes.” As it can be seen, the narrative was similar to the one established around the “workers 

vs Estonians” narrative – most military people are our own, they’re our people, there are only 

a couple bad people. The new goal of the narrative was to clearly integrate them into the new 

and current system: “Red army is truly a people’s army, where there are no bosses or subjects, 

everyone is on the same level. Our army must also become a place of similar comradery. You 

soldiers, our people will grow closer to you, just as Red Army has.”173 Just two days later 

similar call was directed towards the police: “You were taught to remain silent and follow 

orders, you were criticised and punished top to bottom. The new government wants every 

policeman (as every other Estonian citizen) to be able to show with their work what they can 

do and what are their abilities.”174 The articles focusing on the military will continue to appear 

until the end of the republic. 

“From West to East” 

By now, the “new republic” seemed to have clearly established itself. New discourse had been 

more or less established, and swings between the old and new narratives started to become rare. 

According to the new discourse, Estonia had never been that free before: “With the freedoms 

of speech, press, and association, Estonia stands on the top of the list in the capitalist world 

(along with Latvia and Lithuania). Only in the socialist Soviet Union are these liberties present 
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even on a greater scale.”175 However, the new hegemony denied that this change was happening 

only due to the revolution in June – it tried to link its heritage together with the bases era 

discourse: “as if after the events of 21 June, the orientation of Estonian Republic had turned 

180 degrees from West to East. The radical turn did really take place, but not on 21 June 1940 

but rather earlier, namely on 28 September 1939, when Estonia and the Soviet Union signed 

the Mutual Assistance Treaty.”176 The link between the bases era and the Red Month survived 

the Soviet era and is present even in modern Estonian historical analysis. 

An important new element that appeared on the government level in the third week, was sending 

salutations to the Soviet leaders. “At the end of his speech premier minister Vares-Barbarus let 

the people know that the government of the republic had decided to send regards from the 

government and Estonian working people to Stalin and Molotov: […] Government of the 

Estonian Republic send its thanks to the leader of the peoples Stalin for having the trust of the 

agrarian and urban people, saving our land from the dangers of war and securing the true 

freedom for the people.”177 Also, mentioning Lenin and Marx became a common thing: “Our 

current politics is based on modern social sciences, which is created by the leaders of the 

proletariat: Marx, Lenin, etc.”178 Such thanks were not unseen in Estonian media – until June 

1940 there were many similar greetings and thanks, although with a slightly different tone and 

aimed at the president Päts. 

Among the Estonian public, there seem to have been some worries regarding the close bond 

Estonia now had with the Soviet Union. Such accusations were never mentioned in the public 

media (in 1940), but there were quite a few speeches focused on countering such worries (which 

was also the only moment these accusations were made public): “…such claims as if nations 

would be destroyed in the Soviet Union, are false. There are currently different journals and 

literature published in 111 different languages.”179 Throughout the entire year of 1940, there 

had been no article making such a claim and through this speech, I learned for the first time that 

such accusations against the Soviets had arisen in Estonia. 

That being said, there was still no narrative calling for uniting with the USSR. In the media, 

there were even no hints that the Baltics would be interested in joining the Union. Neither did 

the Soviet side bring out the topic to the public: “Stalin – the leader of the working people in 

the entire world, does not only take care of the Soviet working nation but also takes care of 
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allied nations’ workers, from which Latvians is one of the most important nations.”180 This 

example, shown with Latvia, clearly differentiates Latvians from other Soviet republics. That 

being said, the new system was noted to be similar to the Soviet system more than once: 

“Although our political system has certain differences from the Soviet one, there are no 

meaningful contradictions. Similar differences could be seen between different Soviet 

republics.”181 

Redefining the Estonian history 

Max Laosson, the new editor of the Postimees since late June of 1940, could be considered one 

of the more radical speakers in the newly arising discourse. Already his first speeches had 

shown elements of historical revisionism but by the third week, he had already created a fully 

alternative presentation of Estonian contemporary history. “Our capitalist clique, which had 

been in power for 20 years, has put in an immense amount to show our people as if our civil 

war of 1918-1920 had been the reason for our independence. The Estonian working class has 

never believed this claim. […] The Estonian state was created with the help of Russian Whites, 

with adventurers from Scandinavia and Finland. […] This republic remained an outpost and 

vassal of English-French capital and imperialism until 21 June 1940 […] For the last 20 years, 

Estonian people have been simply British-French colony and have been exploited mercilessly.” 

The discourse Laosson presents shows how much of the soon-to-be Soviet Estonian discourse 

already existed by that time – all these arguments and claims are to be repeated in the later 

Soviet Estonian history books.182 The main difference with the later discourse is that according 

to Laosson, July 1940 was the moment to “secure Estonian true independence, not to sell the 

country to an imperialistic power.”183 

In opposition to Laosson’s new discourse, writer August Jakobson presented his take on 

Estonian history which did not become widely known: “The infamous 12 March, which is, 

without doubt, the opposite to our 21 June, the biggest day of disappointment in our history 

[…] we were generously promised all kinds of democratic liberties all the while the worst kind 

of reactionary autocracy was established […] The nation was officially declared sick and to be 

taken under treatment […] This time we should change the idiom: kick the dog so long that it 

really stays down – we have to kick the so-called Second Republic, which was created on 12 

March so long that all the scum that was connected to it will never want to rise again.” It is a 
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different narrative, which presents president Päts as the biggest criminal to be blamed for 

Estonia’s current situation and separates it clearly from the pre-Päts republic, by proclaiming it 

to be the “Second Republic.” While the later Soviet historiography will present the Päts era as 

the worst, it still gives the blame to the wider Estonian bourgeoise republic as a whole, unlike 

Jakobson in this article.184 

Estonian-Soviet/Russian relationship was also cleared. In addition to admitting to the change 

in foreign politics (unlike the bases era discourse, which emphasised that nothing had changed 

with Soviet troops), it became established in the discourse that Estonia has been blossoming the 

most only under Russian rule. “The article ends with a note saying that over the last twenty 

years, the Estonian literature was forced to develop separated from the Russian neighbour 

nation’s culture, which had always had a fruitful effect on Estonian literature.”185 It could be 

considered a development from the narrative of the first and second week that claimed, “small 

state cannot defend itself alone.” This narrative is one of those which remained in the Soviet 

Estonian discourse until the end of the USSR.186 At the moment under consideration though, 

the main focus was on how the cooperation with the Soviet Union has the potential to also help 

Estonia develop: “We can solve the unemployment by developing a tight relationship with the 

Soviet Union not only in foreign politics but also in economic politics. […] Cooperation with 

the Soviet Union, approved by all the classes of Estonia, makes it possible for our economy to 

bloom that has been stagnant to this day.”187 

Not only was the relationship with Russia reinterpreted, but the cooperation with the Baltic 

states was also now shown as a negative concept aimed against the Soviet Union: “The 

Estonian-Latvian alliance treaty of 1923 was signed against the threat of any third state, 

includes the Soviet Union. Since the mutual assistance treaties both stated conducted with the 

USSR, the danger from the Soviets was fully eliminated. Despite this fact, the Estonian-Latvian 

pact was kept in force, meaning that either the Baltic states were not sincere with their new 

partner, or they were not fully aware of the consequences of signing the mutual assistance treaty. 

[…] Instead, they showed special eagerness to demonstratively cultivate relations with Latvia 

and Lithuania.”188 The relationship with Latvia itself never became contested (there simply 

were no public statements related to the relationship with the Baltic state during the Red 

Month), but its previous cooperation was shown in a negative light. 
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Conclusion 

The third week is to a great extent defined by “the second leap.” Only in two days, four radical 

changes had appeared in Estonia: the Communist Party was established, the old Parliament was 

disbanded, new elections were declared, and a new electoral union was created. None of these 

events were discussed in the media beforehand at all – the most we have is Vares claiming that 

at one point in the future should the elections be held.189 Due to sudden elections, the legitimacy 

of the current narrative also suffered. Claims such as only allowing one list to participate in the 

elections, so “the Estonian people would not have to be confused by the choice” were weak 

enough that the later Soviet regime would never use it in its later Soviet Estonian discourse. 

Also, the constant and one-sided support towards the EWPU echoing through the newspaper 

makes the legitimacy of democracy weak – the only information we get about the opposition is 

received through criticism. If the leaders had not criticised the opposition, we would not even 

be aware of the opposition (only by reading Postimees). 

Since discourse was going through the change anyway, it is unclear why these ideas could not 

have been introduced beforehand. After these decisions were published though, there were 

many articles justifying the decision-making logic for all these decisions, which means the new 

hegemony did see it necessary to justify the new elections. Why would it not be justified 

beforehand? It could be that the people’s government, which according to most current Estonian 

leading historians was mostly taking orders from the Soviets190, received the order to make 

these decisions so suddenly there was little time to introduce the new steps beforehand or that 

the Soviet regime did inform them but for unknown reasons did not allow them to publish this 

info. 

During the elections, we can see Gramsci’s national-popular class politics theory to be 

indirectly implemented in our case study: the electoral bloc, which was created, consisting of 

ECP and different (usually non-political) unions, uniting people from different classes and 

backgrounds under the common bloc, and being led by the proletariat. Even if this only existed 

on paper, the Soviet hegemon tried to show, how its hegemony has been accepted by the 

majority in Estonia. 

Besides the elections, the new hegemony seems to have secured its discourse and it was 

developing toward more Soviet-minded discourse. Estonian near history was challenged, and 

Soviet alternative narratives were presented. Cheers to the Soviet leaders became the norm for 
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the Estonian political leadership and criticism towards the state or the Soviet Union was only 

mentioned when it could be rebutted by the people’s government.  



 
 

Fourth week (15.07-21.07) 
“The Chinese Walls surrounding us have fallen! Firstly fell the wall that separated us from each 

other, and from the friendly state Soviet Union, its diverse and rich culture, literature, and art. 

The mighty Red Army is with us! Secondly, along with cheering and without the trumpets of 

Jericho fell the Chinese Wall between the government and the people. The last government 

encouraged the growth of wealth for a few hundred families, empowering these reactionaries’ 

power and rights”191 This is prime minister Vares’ speech which starts the last week of the 

Estonian Republic. To some extent, he seems to be correct, the transition to the socialist 

discourse seems to be final. Big fluctuations are over, the Soviet discourse has adopted the 

acceptable elements from the Estonian old discourse and declared the rest to be bad. By now 

both government positions and workers’ meetings are using similar discourse in their speeches. 

Soviet slogans and references to the Soviet leaders have become common – i.e., Postimees on 

14 July began with: “Long live the friendship and tight alliance between Estonia and the great 

and mighty Union of Soviet Socialist Republics!” 

New vocabulary 

Until after the elections, Postimees had avoided specific triggering keywords such as 

“communism,” “socialism” and “bolshevism” even if the rhetoric and discourse had already 

been adopted. Instead, vaguer, and less specific words such as “workers” and “people” were 

used – Stalin was the leader of the workers’ nation, and Marx was the founder of the workers’ 

movement. The main exception was talking about the communist party, but the party was the 

only thing using this name: even secretary Säre was mostly talking about workers’ democracy. 

Postimees’ editor Laosson tried to challenge this policy for the first time on 15 July. “During a 

peoples’ meeting in Võru, I was recommended by local intellectuals not to talk about 

“communism” since the petty bourgeoisie was not supposed to like this. They were shocked to 

see the spontaneous ovations when the leading part of the Estonian Communist Party in our 

War of Independence was mentioned.”192 While this article itself still does not fully embrace 

the public use of these keywords, the message of the article was clear – the Estonian nation has 

embraced the communist movement and it would be time to embrace the vocabulary as well. 

Yet his article marked the beginning of the change, and by his next article on 21 July, socialist 

words already were in wide circulation. 
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Estonian Working People’s Republic  

After the elections, most political statements seemed to cheer for the results. The workers’ 

meetings declared that “Now, the Estonian Lords’ State has come to an end, and from this point 

on our Estonian Working People’s Republic begins.”193 Similar messages were repeated both 

during the workers’ meeting and by the new leadership: “We know now – Estonia is working 

peoples’ republic and it will remain such.”194 In speeches as such, new Estonian state was seen 

on the rise. 

This means even one week before Estonia applied to join the union, there was still not any intent 

shown that the crowd would wish to join the USSR. That being said, there seem to be 

preparations towards integrating Estonia into the Soviet Union starting from 18 July: the 

minister of the interior made it obligatory starting from 20 July to always have the Soviet flag 

next to the blue-black-white state flag and 195 the minister of foreign affairs declared the 

following day that the banks will be limited to paying out no more than 100 Estonian crowns 

per person. The first secretary of the Estonian Communist Party, Karl Säre was also declaring 

closer ties with the Soviet Union: “New, free Estonia wants to create fraternal friendship and 

tight alliance with the USSR. Estonia wants to orient itself towards the Soviet Union and only 

to the Soviet Union.”196 “Estonian working people want to walk in unison with the nations of 

the Soviet people under the leadership of Great Stalin.”197 Säre’s proclamations in Postimees 

was rather an exception than a rule though, and without the knowledge of hindsight could not 

be clearly interpreted as a wish to join the USSR – the proclamation was vague enough that it 

could also mean “alliance”. 

Additionally, there were no public signs from the Soviet side that Estonia would soon join it. 

On 18 July, a new Soviet ambassador arrived in Estonia, declaring in his speech he hoped that 

the relations between the states would remain cordial. Also, the commissioner of the Red Army 

battalion in Estonia confirmed the usual message: “Regarding Estonia, we have signed the 

mutual assistance treaty intending to ensure Estonian security and remove the opportunity of 

anyone attacking the Soviet Union through Estonian land.”198 Thus, there was no reason to 

presume of any radical changes happening in the near future. 
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Integration of culture and history into the new narrative 

The field of culture received lots of attention from the hegemon during the last two weeks to 

become fully accommodated to the new discourse. While the cultural achievements of the 

republic were not devalued like the republican leadership was, the focal point of the culture had 

to adopt the new narrative. Only on 15 July, a new film was announced that would describe the 

life of “martyred” Estonian communist Viktor Kingissepp, Leningrad’s cultural figures visited 

Tartu’s Vanemuine Theatre and Postimees published “Lenin’s Aphorisms” for the first time. 

Most cultural articles emphasised how they had suffered during the bourgeoise era, for example, 

they “could not even think about publishing a biography of Marx.”199 As a new aspect, there 

were calls for stopping the forced Estonification “the reactionary regime forced to Estonicise 

citizens’ names and graves and tried to even make it become a state-wide policy.”200 Thus, the 

news related to culture also adopted the socialist elements of the new hegemon. 

The focus on revising the discourse of history continued, with the focus being on the War of 

Independence – something that had not been reframed during the first two weeks. “And thus, 

started the civil war. On the one side, there were small-numbered reactionary bourgeoise, 

Russian officers who had fled from Russia, the army of Yudenich, the bastards and adventures 

from Finland and Scandinavia, who were called “volunteers,” English fleet, Western capital 

and many conscripted workers brought to the war against their will. On the other side was the 

Estonian working people’s Red Army along with their poorly armed comrades from Latvia and 

Russia. Such was our front of the civil war from 1918-1920. The working class lost this 

fight.”201 Laosson’s articles continue to introduce the Soviet narrative from the Estonian War 

of Independence to the wider audience, such a version of the war remained dominant in 

Estonian SSR history books until the end of the USSR.202 

Since the war had been a defining moment for both Estonian nationalist and Estonian socialist 

sides, it was easy for the workers’ regime to retain the focal point of the Estonian War of 

Independence in Estonian discourse, while fully alternating the narrative. Now the socialist side 

was the heroic one and its importance became emphasised in the new Estonia: “This place is 

holy for Estonian working people. This location is working people’s Golgotha. Here are buried 

the best sons of Estonia’s working people. Today, Estonia’s working people commemorate their 

fallen heroes […] For many years, we had to avoid this location, where our comrades fell 

fighting for their freedom, sacrificing their most cherished possession – life. […] Yesterday’s 
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youth had to go to the graves of nationalists and visit the statues for “the War of Independence,” 

the youth of the future get to come here and gratefully lower their heads for the fallen.”203 

By the final week, not much had remained from the old discourse. By 20 July, even newspaper 

ads had become socialist in content and more and more new subcategories had emerged to 

replace the old elements in the newspaper, for example, the daily excerpt from the Scandinavian 

novel “Olav Audunipoeg” was replaced with a Soviet counterpart.204 Other structures remained 

the same, such as “News from Tartu” but its content had become socialist. One category, which 

surprisingly did not show signs of changes was the war reports. Foreign news had been 

centralised under the state-controlled Estonian Telegraph Agency (Eesti Telegraafiaagentuur), 

which was the only intermediary of foreign news for the Estonian media. Although the opinion 

articles declared the “war in the West” to be caused by the capitalist clique, the news reporting 

the actual battles and war events remained neutral, avoiding judgements and adjectives. Since 

war news was one of the strongest censored news in Postimees already during the bases era, it 

looks like the Soviet Union saw no reason to alter their neutral tone.205 

President Päts - Final remnant of the old Republic 

During the final week of the republic, the representative of the old republic President Päts got 

one final chance to appear in Postimees. The president of Estonia, who just two months before 

had had articles thanking him for leading Estonia almost on a daily basis, had disappeared 

almost fully from the public media after the events of 21 June. Despite this and numerous 

articles condemning him and his regime, Päts had officially been kept as the head of state. There 

were two times when Päts received an opportunity to express some limited opinions in 

Postimees: firstly, a decree signed and allegedly written by him was published on 6 July, 

explaining the reasons for declaring new elections. It was written laconically though and lacked 

any message from the president himself.206 

Secondly, on 18 July the president had the opportunity to share his thoughts when accepting 

the mandate of the new Soviet ambassador: “The treaty concluded in 1920 between Estonia and 

the Soviet Union in Tartu created a secure basis for the relationship between our states. It has 

constantly developed and on 28 September of the last year evolved with the mutual assistance 

treaty, promoting our fertile cooperation, and ensuring the security of both nations. The mighty 

army of the Soviet Union has found cordial welcome by the entire Estonian nation as you surely 
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have been able to make sure of yourself. The Estonian nation appreciates the part the Soviet 

army is playing in securing our nation during these restless times. The peace politics of the 

Soviet Union is ensuring the best opportunities for Estonians to work and develop their culture. 

I am convinced that the strong bond with the Soviet Union provides the opportunity for all 

Baltic states to improve their economic situation and allows them to see the multicultural 

environment of the Soviet nations. As the first ambassador in Estonia, who gets to work in this 

newly established atmosphere of friendship, I sincerely wish the best of work to you…”207 

The final speech of president Päts fused the elements of the bases era and the Red Month era: 

Päts was ready to express the good effects the Soviet-Estonian relations had on Estonia, but his 

speech still remains republican – no mention of workers, newly received democracy nor evil 

capitalist clique. On these issues, Päts chose the classical bases era method of dealing with the 

issue – he ignored the unpleasant topic. President Päts finally stepped down on 21 July, the 

same day Estonia applied for statehood in the USSR. His resignation was accepted but not 

published in any media.208 

Towards Soviet Estonia 

The first direct reference to creating a Soviet republic in the Baltics appeared on 19 July. 

Postimees reported of the workers’ gathering in Riga, where “posters were carried, titles 

demanding establishing the creation of Soviet Latvia.”209 This seemed to have opened 

Pandora’s box. 

The next day, on 20 July, Postimees published an article from TASS claiming that after the 

elections: “demonstrations which flooded the entire nation on 17 July, brought up new political 

demands: the creation of the Working People’s Soviet and reorganisation of the Estonian 

Bourgeois Republic into the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic, along with Estonia joining the 

Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics.”210 This is accompanied by an article containing 

Latvian prime minister Kirhenšteins declaring the Latvian SSR, Lithuanian leadership claiming 

how joining the USSR would be good for them211 and Tartu workers gathering and asking for 

Estonia to join the USSR. There is little reasoning behind this decision: “In order to create a 

better and more just system and in belief and faith that our little Estonia could achieve the 
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position, where already 13 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics are, we hope to see Estonia as 

a member of the USSR.”212  

Politicians joined the call for Estonia to join the USSR the next day. The members of the new 

Riigivolikogu, Mihkel Jürna, and Kristjan Jalak called in their speeches for Estonia to join the 

Soviet Union: “Only the accession to the great and mighty Soviet Union ensures that our small 

nation will not become a victim of imperialistic state again. […] This decision is determined by 

foreign policy considerations, by our economic and cultural interests, and by the wish to secure 

the independence of our nation.” And finished his resolution with “Long live the Estonian 

Soviet Socialist Republic! Long live the Union of Soviet Socialist States!”213 The big headline 

of the next day already states: “Estonia was declared a Soviet Socialist Republic.”214 Thus, the 

Estonian Republic had come to its end. 

Conclusion 

The last week concluded the transition from the Republic of Estonia to the Estonian Working 

People’s Republic. The results of the elections seemed to amplify and legitimise the new 

hegemon and thus more radical discourse could be achieved. Finally, socialist words were 

accepted, the republic’s history was almost fully disassociated from its former narrative, and 

the symbol of the old state – president Päts had his last moment in public media. 

This development was weakened again by “the third leap.” Once again, a new claim appeared 

quite unexpectedly that the Estonian people wanted to join the USSR, just two days before it 

happened. Despite being considered a drastic change in the Estonian course of history by both 

hegemons, the explanations provided for joining the Soviet Union in the Estonian discourse 

were scarce. In Jalak’s resolution, we can see a reference to the “small state” narrative – “little 

Estonia cannot defend itself; it must join the Union to protect itself.” But besides that, it reminds 

the first days after the June coup d’état – the declarations for joining the union were generic 

and lacked any detail that would be specific to Estonian earlier (neither nationalist nor worker) 

discourse. 

On the other hand, the Soviet Estonian discourse had elements that had indirectly supported 

Estonian integration into the Soviet Union already from the start. It had been made clear since 

21 June that the Soviet Union was the most advanced nation and a natural ally to the Estonians. 

It was also proven that Estonia has strong ties with the Russian cultural sphere, which had been 

cut off only by a hostile bourgeois government. Thus, it would seem logical for Estonia to want 
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to join this advanced nation, with whom Estonia had strong ties. Additionally, Soviet discourse 

seemed not to see the conflict between joining the USSR and losing independence – all Soviet 

nations were independent together, meaning that by becoming a member of the Soviet family, 

Estonia had not lost anything. 

Not only did the declaration conflict with long-established nationalist discourse, but it also 

challenged the old workers’ government’s discourse – many times the members of the June 

government confirmed that Estonia would remain independent, and while new discourse had 

challenged the old Estonian politics and foreign relations, it never challenged the idea of 

independent Estonia. The more logical conclusion to the developments of the people’s 

government’s discourse would have been an independent but closely Soviet-aligned Estonian 

socialist state.  



 
 

Conclusion 
The goal of my paper was to observe and analyse how the change in hegemony influences the 

national discourse and how the new narrative was established. For that, national discourse 

developments in the Estonian media in 1940 were followed from the bases era until the Estonian 

Soviet Socialist Republic was declared. The focus of this case study was on legitimizing the 

change in hegemony in the Estonian Republic from 21 June until 21 July. The summer of 1940 

is considered a vital moment for Estonia – in June 1940 it started as an independent nation with 

its own statehood and discourse, and by the end of August, it had become a Soviet republic with 

clear Soviet discourse. Events that happened during this period are still defining Estonian 

political discourse and identity to this day. This makes it possible for us to observe quite a rare 

phenomenon: a change of hegemon in the Estonian society with a very different national 

discourse, which takes over the state – by establishing its power at first with the military and 

then using public media to justify the takeover. 

In my paper, this change of hegemony is observed. I worked through all the numbers of 

Postimees – one of the leading Estonian newspapers of the time – from 1 January until the end 

of the republic and analysed the most important changes in the public discourse, using national 

bases era discourse as the basis of comparison. Since the media in Estonia was state-controlled, 

both the old and new hegemon’s messages to the people were well-observable. 

The change of hegemony is reflected in the public media rapidly. The first changes happened 

overnight, and the new discourse already had lots of elements from the Soviet discourse. Pro-

Soviet and anti-capitalist messages appeared, and the old government was redefined as an 

enemy. The vocabulary became more emotional and descriptive, in contrast to the previous 

discourse there was always an enemy defined in public media (which could be a capitalist 

clique, old government, etc). During the first weeks, there was a discrepancy between the 

messages from the governmental level, which were more balanced, and from the workers 

meeting in public spaces, which were more radical and Soviet-minded, but by the last week, 

the government’s rhetoric had become very similar to the workers’ one. 

That being said, the Soviet hegemony did integrate elements from the old discourse. The 

discourse of independent, small Estonia was continued and the dominant message in the media 

continued to be that the Soviet armies were there only to guarantee peace for free Estonia, so 

its people could focus on peaceful growth. There is also a clear attempt made to be inclusive 

and broaden the definition of “workers” – the core of the new Estonian state, to almost all social 

classes. Quite often, the elements were taken over from the old discourse but manipulated to fit 



 
 

the needs of the new regime, such as the idea of the “small state,” which was used in Red 

Estonia as a justification for having Soviet troops in the country. 

In the first week, the messages were more generic, and the messages were often not based on 

facts specific to the Estonian case, whereas later as new collaborators rose more to prominence, 

the discourse became more specific. While on the larger scale, the development of the discourse 

in the newspaper seems more natural from the second week onwards, there were two more 

“leaps” (in addition to the first one on 21 June), when new, unexpected elements appeared in 

the Estonian discourse. These leaps happened on 6 July, when new elections were declared, and 

19 July, when the public media explicitly declared the Estonian intention to join the USSR. All 

three leaps had little warning ahead of them – the change was declared beforehand and the 

reasoning for it came afterwards the following days. The leaps made the development of new 

alternative discourse bumpy and its argumentation weaker than it would have been with the 

gradual development. 

Gramsci’s model was surprisingly effective in observing the change of hegemony in Estonia. 

Firstly, the Soviet regime established its dominance with the instruments of force, then seemed 

to focus on looking for consent in the newly gained land. Instead of directly establishing a 

“dictatorship of the proletariat,” the Soviet regime made it look like the democratic system was 

restored and worked hard in order to establish an alliance between the socialist movement and 

the potentially pro-Soviet groups: different newspaper articles were aimed at petty-bourgeois 

intelligentsia, women, the military, etc., which all seemingly accepted the leading role of the 

ECP during the elections. Thus, the Soviet regime apparently worked to establish its hegemony 

not only with military means but also tried to achieve native consent, even if the actual situation 

was not the same as presented in the media. 

The destabilisation of Estonian identity seems to leave us with an interesting conflict – despite 

the Soviet apparent success at establishing hegemony in the public discourse, almost all non-

Soviet sources seem to refer on a wider scale to the establishment of an alternative Soviet 

Estonian identity as a failure. While the present-day Estonian discourse contains elements that 

are seemingly adopted from the Soviet discourse (for example currently popular Estonian 

areligious discourse – the faith was brought to us by Germans, it has never been native to us), 

this paper has identified only a few relatively insignificant elements of the new Soviet Estonian 

discourse that today’s Estonian dominant discourse would agree with. The survival of the 

Estonian national alternative discourse in the local society after 40 years of Soviet hegemony 

in the region (with Soviet successful attempts to include local collaborators in the new regime), 

is something that could be researched further. 



 
 

In sum, this study examines a case of how an identity can be destabilised in the case of a change 

in hegemony. The new hegemon created a radically different national discourse, with the aim 

of redefining the national identity. While the new national discourse presented in the media was 

generic at first, it quickly adopted the usable parts of the local discourse. In the Estonian case 

study, the hegemonic re-articulation did not last long, meaning the new hegemon, relying on 

overwhelming control over the public space, was able to establish the new discursive reality 

with relative ease. However, there was still a month of transition in Estonia, where aspects from 

both old and new hegemonic articulations are simultaneously present in the discursive space.  
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